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Government 102
An Advanced Examination of 
United States Government

Part 1

by michael-herbert: keehn
mhkeehn@gmail.com

Educational Series

• This series of Educational Presentations
probably needs to be viewed in order so 
that previous concepts, explained at the 
time of introduction, may be referenced in 
future presentations without further 
explanation.  The full series is numerically 
identified in Parts.

Disclaimer

• Because almost everyone in the United 
States has been converted into a “legal 
fiction”, who cannot receive legal advice from 
anyone other than an attorney,  nothing in 
these presentations is to be considered legal 
advice.  However, everything is true and 
correct to the best of my knowledge and there 
is no effort to deceive.

Introduction
• In short, this presentation examines the 

criminal behavior of Government Leadership 
in the United States.  Without previous 
exposure it is an undertaking that may knock 
the beginner off balance and perhaps shock 
the previously uninformed individual.  It is an 
undertaking for those who care about their 
loved ones, their fellow man and their 
country.  It will be difficult, because, as 
Michael Rivero puts it… >>>
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Michael Rivero

• "Most people prefer to believe that their 
leaders are just and fair, even in the face 
of evidence to the contrary, because once 
a citizen acknowledges that the 
government under which he lives is lying 
and corrupt, the citizen has to choose 
what he or she will do about it.  >>>

>>>  Michael Rivero

• “To take action in the face of corrupt 
government entails risks of harm to life and 
loved ones. To choose to do nothing is to 
surrender one's self-image of standing for 
principles. Most people do not have the 
courage to face that choice. Hence, most 
propaganda is not designed to fool the critical 
thinker but only to give moral cowards an 
excuse not to think at all."

Presentation Structure

• Because of the complexity of the subject 
and the associated length necessary to 
cover it properly, this Presentation will be 
broke into parts so as to not overwhelm 
Group Presentations and perhaps provide 
appropriate intermissions to give the 
viewing audience time to digest and 
discuss the material covered thus far.  

Conspiracy Theory?

• I’m certain that right out of the starting 
gate, there will be those shouting 
Conspiracy Theory, and that is, of course, 
intended to turn your mind off, to block you 
from thinking or investigating any further.  
We don’t want to allow this, if for no other 
reason than it puts others in control of us.
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Being Open

• We need to be open and willing to consider 
points of view other than the points of view
that come from mainstream sources.  
Sometimes it is easy to see the criminal 
behavior of Leadership, but most of the time 
it is well hidden because of the secrecy in 
which criminal Leadership operates.  
Therefore, we need to remain vigilant and 
see the crimes that ARE visible.

Americans Know

• There are many Americans who know 
there is something horribly wrong with 
Government, at all levels.  There are many 
other Americans who are fully aware that 
Government has become a criminal 
organization, but are at a loss as to how to 
deal with the Organized Crime that 
government now represents. 

A Little Bio
• This construction is the result of studying, since 

the early 1990’s, Government, its actions and 
policies.  Born in 1946 and having grown up on 
a Quarter Horse ranch in California, I was 
probably like many Americans of the time who 
believed in our Government and the people 
who were in control, to be generally good, 
honest and honorable people, doing the best 
they could to make this a better world, 
protecting my freedom and indeed, the freedom 
of all Americans.  I couldn’t have been more 
wrong!

Knowledge is the Key

• But that initial naïve (or un-informed) belief 
would be shattered some years later.  
Knowledge, provided by people who share 
information, confirmed by and through 
diligent research, found and verified by 
extensive reading of law and court 
decisions, would eventually bring to light a 
more full and comprehensive knowledge 
of the nature of Government!
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A New Path of Comprehension
• In the early 1990's an event put me on a 

different path of comprehension regarding 
Government.  During the majority of my life I 
have worked as an Electrical/Electronic 
Technician, either as a Technician on a 
Hydro-Electric Power Project Oroville 
Wyandotte Irrigation District (now South 
Feather Water and Power in Oroville -
California), or for a Public Water Utility in 
Willows - California, the Tehama-Colusa 
Canal Authority. 

Paul Harvey’s Radio Show
• It was on or about August 28, 1992, while working 

for the Canal Authority, that I sat down to lunch just 
as the noon-time broadcast of Paul Harvey’s radio 
show was beginning.  For those who do not 
remember Paul Harvey, he was a radio personality 
and certainly had to rank as one of the most 
trusted men in the United States.  Page 2 of his 
program was an appeal to one Randy Weaver to 
surrender to the lawmen surrounding his cabin, 
and if Randy would do this, he (Paul Harvey) 
would provide for Weaver’s defense in court.

Harvey Conflicts with Gov.
• WHAT?  DID I HEAR THAT RIGHT?  This 

was a dilemma!  I knew the name Randy 
Weaver, he had been the main story in the 
news for a few days.  As I recall, Government 
Officials billed Randy Weaver as a white 
supremacist, radical, neo-Nazi and a bunch 
of other distasteful character traits.  And now, 
I have the nation’s most trusted name in 
radio, Paul Harvey, offering to pay for 
defense of this man.  Something wasn’t right!

Something Isn‘t Right

• And so it is ever so often, that something 
isn’t right.  Such events require us to take 
notice, not just pass over it with 
unconcerned apathy.  In the realm of 
Government criminal activity, we have very 
few opportunities to clearly see when 
something isn’t right.  Therefore, being 
responsible adults we need to take note and 
examine the available information.  
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Media Information
• Unfortunately for us, the mainstream media 

(newspapers, periodicals like Time and 
Newsweek, Television News, Radio News, 
CBS, NBC, CNN, FOX, ABC, and others) are 
all owned by people who have agendas far 
removed from keeping Americans truthfully 
informed.  Oh, there may be some truth, just 
enough to give some credibility to the story, but 
much information is intentionally misleading and 
deceptive, or left out completely.

Mainstream Misleadia

• Which is why I have dubbed the 
mainstream media as the mainstream 
misleadia.  In the end, to acquire 
knowledge the individual will be required 
to find alternative sources of information.  
Therefore, to use information from the M-S 
Misleadia to support a particular view is 
generally unsound and misleading.

John Swinton (1829 - 1901)

• “One night, probably in 1880, John 
Swinton, then the preeminent New York 
journalist, was the guest of honour [honor] 
at a banquet given him by the leaders of 
his craft. Someone who knew neither the 
press nor Swinton offered a toast to the 
independent press. Swinton outraged his 
colleagues by replying: [>>>]

Swinton’s Response to Toasting 
the Independent Press

• ‘There is no such thing, at this date of the 
world's history, in America, as an 
independent press. You know it and I 
know it. There is not one of you who dares 
to write your honest opinions, and if you 
did, you know beforehand that it would 
never appear in print. I am paid weekly for 
keeping my honest opinion out of the 
paper I am connected with.  [Continued>>]
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Response Continuation

• ‘Others of you are paid similar salaries for 
similar things, and any of you who would 
be so foolish as to write honest opinions 
would be out on the streets looking for 
another job. If I allowed my honest 
opinions to appear in one issue of my 
paper, before twenty-four hours my 
occupation would be gone. [Continued 
>>> ]

Response Continuation

• ‘The business of the journalists is to 
destroy the truth, to lie outright, to pervert, 
to vilify, to fawn at the feet of mammon, 
and to sell his country and his race for his 
daily bread. You know it and I know it, and 
what folly is this toasting an independent 
press?  [Continued >>>]

Response Conclusion / Source

• ‘We are the tools and vassals of rich men 
behind the scenes. We are the jumping 
jacks, they pull the strings and we dance. 
Our talents, our possibilities and our lives 
are all the property of other men. We are 
intellectual prostitutes.’ ” – [Source >>> 
http://rense.com/general20/yes.htm]

An Example
• For an example of the deception of the Media, I 

point to the Banking Relief Act of March 9, 
1933, in which Government Leadership 
blatantly identified the people of the United 
States as an enemy of the United States, 
giving Government the authority to regulate the 
people in their every commercial activity.  
Thanks to the mainstream misleadia, this effort 
has been mostly successful.  Only recently 
have some people became aware of this 
Leadership action.
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Evidence of Enemy Status

• For evidence of “enemy status” I used to refer 
to: {U.S.C. Title 12; Chapter 2; Subchapter IV; 
§95a and §95b} at Cornell University on-line.  
However, section 95a is now reported as 
“omitted”, not repealed, “omitted.”  However, 
the evidence, greatly expanded, can be found 
here: 
{https://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/html/uscod
e50a/usc_sec_50a_00000005----000-.html} and
https://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/50/4305

Further Evidence
• For further reference see: 

{https://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/USCODE-
2011-title12/html/USCODE-2011-title12-chap2-
subchapIV-sec95a.htm}  AND: 
{https://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/USCODE-
2011-title12/html/USCODE-2011-title12-chap2-
subchapIV-sec95b.htm}  If you believe yourself 
to be a “person”, you will find that you are 
identified as an enemy of the United States.

My Next Learning Dilemma

• And so began my first steps in discovering 
the true nature of Government.  My next 
dilemma, or internal conflict came, not 
from news, but from an acquaintance.  An 
individual I had recently met (back in the 
early 1990’s), in casual conversation, 
suggested to me that there were TWO
legal classes of citizenship in the United 
States.

If We Don’t Listen
We Miss a Lot

• My initial reaction to him was to wonder 
what wagon-load-of-pumpkins he had 
fallen from.  But, fortunately for me, I have 
always been willing to listen to what 
people have to say regardless of how 
crazy they may sound, and not dismiss 
them before they have a chance to speak, 
so I said, “Tell me about it.”
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Two Legal Classes of Citizenship?

• And so he told me what he knew about the 
subject, and I listened closely, looking for any 
obvious holes in his presentation, but I didn’t 
see any.  And although his story was 
incomplete and really didn’t explain where 
these two citizens came from, he did conclude 
by giving me a legal cite to look at.  As he was 
walking off, I can remember thinking, turkey, 
you’d better be ready for me the next time we 
meet because I’m going to look at your legal 
cite.

A Little Trouble in Belief
• Well, we never met again, but I did look at 

his legal cite.  Although the legal cite did not 
explain the whole issue of citizenship, it did 
suggest that the guy was right about there 
being two different classes of citizenship 
here in the United States, and that these two 
citizens were subject to different law.  I was 
having a little trouble believing this for I had 
never heard of such in school or from any 
other source, including my parents.

I Have Experience

• This instance, of hearing something I had 
never heard or encountered before, 
provides an opportunity of CAUTION - it is 
that we should be cautious in our 
assessment of new information because 
intelligent people can often sound CRAZY 
to stupid people!  

Which Leads to Another Issue

• The four primary institutions we Americans 
depend on for information, and especially 
TRUTH are: Public Schools; Mainstream 
Media; Leadership; and the Church.  Put 
plain and simply, not one of these four can 
be trusted.  If you haven’t already learned 
this, you will.
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2½ Years Looking Into an Issue
the School Should Have Covered

• So, for the next two and one-half years, I 
spent my spare time looking into the matter of 
citizenship in the United States, and it was 
during this time of research that my eyes were 
opened to a number of uncomfortable issues 
regarding Government.  I will be sharing some 
of them as we get into this presentation, 
giving the individual an opportunity to form his 
own opinion.

Twenty Plus Years of Study
• Time moved on and study continued, now for 

over twenty years.  The more I learned, the 
more difficulty I was having in believing what 
was being done to my fellow Americans here in 
the United States, to strip them of their freedom 
and liberty1.  To bring them to abject poverty, to 
turn them into slaves, to make them feel 
hopeless and constantly afraid.
– 1 Liberty. The state of being free from oppression or 

imprisonment.  2 A right or privilege.  3 The power or scope 
to act as one pleases without infringing on the Rights of 
another.

We Are So Ignorant

• And, in my heart, I knew that my fellow 
Americans were just like me before I 
began a twenty-plus-year journey of 
learning about Government and 
Leadership.  We Americans were so 
ignorant, not stupid, just unknowing.  
Thus, the reason that I started my web 
page... http://mhkeehn.tripod.com/
My email address: mhkeehn@gmail.com

Who Failed to Keep the American 
People Informed?

• The people were unknowing because the 
institutions they depend on for information were 
intentionally, not accidently, failing them.  Those 
institutions are Leadership, the Mainstream 
Misleadia, Schools, and the Church, they are 
all working to keep the American people 
ignorant.  And while that is just an opening 
opinion at this point, it will become fact in the 
reader’s mind before reaching the end of this 
series of presentations.
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Seeing in a New Light

• Although I’ve written numerous documents 
on one or another issue related to 
Government and behavior of Leadership, 
this presentation is an effort to put all of 
the major points together in a way that is 
educational and helps the individual see 
matters in a new light.  It is this twenty-
year-educational-journey of mine that is 
being offered in this construction.

This Document Targets Several 
Individuals

• First is those who want to know how our 
government, Federal, State, County, and 
City, arrived at their current uncooperative, 
demanding and often criminal nature.  The 
second are those who want to know what 
might be done to protect themselves when 
dealing with criminal government in the 
United States, and the short answer to this 
question is, KNOWLEDGE.

Knowing Who the Enemy Is
• The third, is the American Patriot.  He needs to 

know who his enemy is, and that is sometimes 
difficult to know.  And further, this document 
targets code enforcers and order followers, this 
would include Police, Law Enforcement, 
Military, Brown Shirts, Department Heads, 
County Leadership, City Leadership, Attorneys 
and those who Leadership intends to use 
against the people of the United States to 
complete enslavement to a NEW WORLD 
ORDER. 

A New Plantation

• And make no mistake about it, those 
working to establish a NEW WORLD 
ORDER are simply establishing a new 
Plantation, populated with slaves they 
control.  Let us remember the immortal 
words of Sun Tzu, “All war is deception.”
Slavery, today, is accomplished by and 
through economic obligation, an obligation 
to PAY!
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Occupation?

• Are we at war? Well, with the passage of 
the Banking Relief Act of March 9, 1933, 
the Red, White and Blue flag began flying 
above State flags on the same pole, 
indicating occupation under war and 
emergency powers.  By whom are we 
occupied and for what purpose.  This is 
yet to be discovered.  

Historical Note
• Before the passage of the Banking Relief 

Act of March 9, 1933, the United States flag 
and State flag flew on separate poles at the 
same height, generally in the town square 
and this can occasionally be observed in 
movies made before 1933. The next slide 
shows a picture of the Texas State flag and 
United States flag on separate poles at the 
same height in front of the Hays County 
Courthouse in Texas.

State and U.S. Flags on 
Separate Poles

Deception is the Tool of Leadership
• In our world, deception is abundant, actually 

rampant, and the people of the United States 
have been the Target of a mountain of 
Leadership deception.  Government Leadership 
uses the Mainstream Misleadia, mind control 
techniques, engineered events, emails, 
youtube, internet, social networks and a host of 
other tactics to create distrust and hatred 
between peoples and cultures, and disseminate 
misleading information.  Stop falling for it!
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Additional Tools of Deception

• Added to the list of tools Leadership uses to 
manipulate the people of the United States 
are, of course, public schools (which are 
Government institutions), organized religion 
(incorporated & controlled under Government 
laws), and the Mainstream Misleadia, owned 
mostly by those who, with others, are working 
toward a NEW WORLD ORDER.

“All War is DECEPTION” – Sun Tzu

Leadership Deception Leads to 
Murder

• Remember when Leadership was telling us 
that we were hated by third world countries 
because we had a swimming pool, a nice 
home or a nice car?  That’s non-sense.  No 
one hates us because we have something 
they do not.  They hate us because we 
allow our Leadership to LIE to us, along 
with the rest of the world, and then use 
those lies as cause and reason to go into 
their country and murder them, followed by 
stealing their natural resources.

Examples of Leadership 
Deception & Lies

• Witness the Gulf of Tonkin LIE (over 
four-million dead Asians along with fifty-
six-thousand Americans), and the 
WEAPONS OF MASS DESTRUCTION 
LIE (now around a million dead).

Regardless of Our Stripes

• Whether Asian (Gook), Arab (Sand 
Nigger), German (Block Head), Italian 
(Wop), Mexican or Latin descent (Spick, 
wetback, beaner), Jew (Kike), Irishman 
(Mick), Frenchman (Frog), we are all 
human beings like the rest of humanity 
who feel they are mainstream.  
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We Are All Very Much Alike

• Regardless of our stripes, we all have hopes, 
aspirations, and dreams, looking for a good 
life just like those who consider themselves 
the mainstream.  We  Americans do not need 
to find slurs with which to tag people from 
other cultures so that we can feel superior to 
them, we are more honorable and humane 
than that, or we should be.  Let this 
presentation be a starting point to 
appreciation of human life in all its colors.

A Ship Called EARTH

• The happiness of life 
cannot be divided on 
religious, political or 
cultural grounds.  A 
ship called Earth -
either we, the people 
of this world, learn to 
sail together or we 
sink together.

How Criminal will Leadership 
Be?

• In a previous paragraph I suggested that the 
people sometimes wonder what might be done 
when they find themselves dealing with criminal 
government.  I use the term “might” because I 
find it impossible to predict how criminal 
Government will be, at all levels.  As we 
progress, the reason for Government criminality 
will become clear, but still not acceptable.  

For Criminal Government to 
Operate, Stupid or uncaring 

People are Necessary
• For the criminality of government to work 

requires stupid, uninformed, or uncaring code 
enforcing minions to use violence against the 
people.  I am speaking of those government 
agents who carry guns or direct the control of 
weapons to be used against Americans who 
simply do not wish to be the victim of criminal 
government.
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Government = Leadership

• The use of the term Government is actually 
reference to Leadership. There are men and 
women in Leadership positions who are 
responsible for the criminal actions and 
policies of Government, and that responsibility
needs to be assigned!  Yes, knowing that 
Government is criminal will make some 
people uncomfortable, but this presentation is 
for adults!  Children are excused.

The First Step to Enslaving You is 
to Enslave Your Mind

• It’s important to know that there is an ongoing 
campaign to enslave our mind by controlling 
what we think.  Freeing our minds to see what 
has been hidden, and/or kept secret, will be 
challenging.  Given certain conditions, we are 
psychologically profiled (brain washed) to 
think a certain way.  And this is especially true 
when we are talking about Leadership.

An Open Mind is Necessary
• In discussion of Leadership, it is our 

tendency to think that we have the best, 
because this is how we have been 
conditioned to think since we were very 
young and not permitted to consider 
otherwise.  But as children, we may well 
have been deceived.  Therefore, an open 
mind is necessary to make this journey 
lest we continue to deceive ourselves.

The Criminals of Oz

• Remembering the Wizard of Oz, we are 
going to pull back the curtain to see the 
wizard, or in this case, the criminals, for 
whom they really are!  We’re going to see 
some of the levers and strings they pull in 
order to get us to dance to their tune.
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Taxation with Representation?
• I remember a political cartoon from some years 

ago.  It went something like this.  A couple of 
business men are sitting in a Lounge (Bar) 
having their second martini, and discussing 
politics.  And one says to the other, I don’t think 
that taxation WITH REPRESENTATION is too 
much better than WITHOUT IT! This is 
especially true when those that are supposed to 
represent us are being controlled by a small 
nefarious1 group.
– 1 Nefarious. wicked or criminal

Conspiracy – Theory or Fact?

• I’m certain that right out of the starting gate, 
there will be those shouting Conspiracy Theory, 
and that tactic is intended to turn your mind off, 
to block you from thinking or investigating any 
further.  We don’t want to allow this, if for no 
other reason than it puts others in control of us.  
We need to be open and willing to consider 
points of view other than the points of view that 
come from mainstream sources.

Can We See Criminal Behavior

• Sometimes it is easy to see the criminal 
behavior of Leadership, but most of the time it 
is well hidden because the wizard’s curtain is 
pulled closed, and claims of National Security
block us from seeing criminal behavior clearly.  
However, criminal behavior of Leadership can 
sometimes be discovered by logical analysis, 
sometimes by deductive reasoning and 
sometimes by inductive reasoning.

Deductive, Inductive
• Deductive reasoning is a logical process in 

which a conclusion is based on the 
concordance of multiple premises that are 
generally found to be true. 

• Inductive reasoning is a logical process in 
which multiple premises, generally found to be 
true most of the time, are combined to obtain a 
specific conclusion.  Inductive reasoning is 
often used in applications that involve 
prediction, forecasting, or anticipating behavior.
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Thinking & Analysis

• In the course of reading this construction, 
we will be using all of our thinking and 
analytic abilities.  As far as conspiracies 
go, Government Leadership has been 
engaged in a monstrous conspiracy for 
decades, going back to the beginning of 
the United States.  As we gain knowledge 
and comprehension, we will come to see it 
clearly for ourselves.

An Analogy to Consider
• If I give you a deck of cards and ask you to pull 

out the hearts, you will think you’ve been given 
an easy job for the hearts are red and that 
eliminates half the deck.  So, there you are 
pulling out those red hearts.  But, suppose I 
have put a black heart into the deck, will you 
see it?  Most likely not if you’ve already pre-
conditioned your mind to ignore any card that is 
black.  And so it is with a conspiracy of 
Government Leadership.  If you are not willing 
to consider it a possibility, you will probably 
block yourself from seeing it.

Till I Go Down
During music slides advance automatically, 

or advance manually to terminate music

• Till I go down - Till I go down 
Oh yeah - Till I go down 
I'm not gonna shut my eyes 
Till I go down - Not Not - Till I go down
Not Not - Till I go down
I'm not gonna shut my eyes 
I've already seen the lies 
On the faces of the men of war 
Leading people to the killing floor 

Till I Go Down

• Till I go down - Till I go down - Oh yeah
Till I go down - I'm not gonna shut my eyes 
Oh no - Not Not - Till I go down - Not Not
Till I go down - Till I go down
Till the world stops spinning around 
Till I'm six feet under the ground 
Till there's no sound 
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Till I Go Down

• Till I go - Till I go
I'm gonna swing this chain 
Till I go down
I'm not gonna shut my mouth 
I'm for the truth to come out 
About the leader with the iron will 
And his allegiance to the dollar bill 

Till I Go Down

• Till I go down - Till I go down
Till I go down - I'm not gonna shut my eyes
Oh no - Not not - Till I go down - Not not
Till I go down - Till I go down - Till I go
Till the world stops spinnin’ around
Till I go - Till I’m six feet under the ground
Till I go - Till I go down - Till I go down
Till I go - Till I go
I’m gonna swing this chain - Till I go down

Till I Go Down

• Till I go - Till I go - Till the world stops
Till I go down - Till I - Till I - Till I go down
Not not - Till I go down - Not not
Till I go down - Not not - Till I go down
Not not - Till I go down - Till I - Till I
Till I go down - Till I - Till I - Till I go down
Till I - Till I - Till I go down - Till I - Till I
Till I go down - Till I - Till I - Till I go down
Till I - Till I - Till I go down

End of Part 1

• This concludes the INTRODUCTION to 
this presentation series.  We now begin 
the process of building toward 
comprehension of the true nature of 
Leadership as we examine their actions, 
policies and laws.  The reader may now 
move on to Part 2 when ready.
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Government 102
An Advanced Examination of 
United States Government

Part 2

by michael-herbert: keehn
mhkeehn@gmail.com

Educational Series

• This series of Educational Presentations
probably needs to be viewed in order so 
that previous concepts, explained at the 
time of introduction, may be referenced in 
future presentations without further 
explanation.  The full series is identified in 
Parts with a numeric identifier.

Disclaimer

• Because almost everyone in the United 
States has been converted into a “legal 
fiction”, who cannot receive legal advice from 
anyone other than an attorney,  nothing in 
this document is to be considered legal 
advice.  However, everything is true and 
correct to the best of my knowledge and there 
is no effort to deceive.

Introduction
• In short, this presentation examines the 

criminal behavior of Government Leadership 
in the United States.  Without previous 
exposure it is an undertaking that may knock 
the beginner off balance.  It is an undertaking 
for those who care about their loved ones, 
their fellow man and their country.  It will be 
difficult, because, as Michael Rivero puts it… 
>>>
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Michael Rivero

• "Most people prefer to believe that their 
leaders are just and fair, even in the face 
of evidence to the contrary, because once 
a citizen acknowledges that the 
government under which he lives is lying 
and corrupt, the citizen has to choose 
what he or she will do about it.  >>>

>>>  Michael Rivero

• “To take action in the face of corrupt 
government entails risks of harm to life and 
loved ones. To choose to do nothing is to 
surrender one's self-image of standing for 
principles. Most people do not have the 
courage to face that choice. Hence, most 
propaganda is not designed to fool the critical 
thinker but only to give moral cowards an 
excuse not to think at all."

Source of Criminal Governance

• The source of government criminality is, of 
course, Leadership.  Because of this, it may be 
difficult to envision such if one is hampered by 
not having previous exposure or experience.  
Most minorities in the United States have 
considerable experience.  While this section is 
an introduction, the source of criminality is an 
ongoing theme throughout this series of 
presentations.

Identifying the Distant Source of 
U.S. Governance Criminality

• To do this, we must go back to the beginning of 
the United States.  The original thirteen 
colonies revolted against the taxes of English 
King George III.  The war that followed is 
generally known as the Revolutionary War, but 
is also known as the American War for 
Independence.  However, these titles are 
mostly a ruse, a deception, because the reality 
is that the united States of America has been 
dependent and subject to external control for all 
but a brief period of time.
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A Country in Debt

• In short, a country in debt to an 
International Banker or Banking Elite, is to 
place that country under the control of the 
Banker, or creditor as they are sometimes 
called.  The Leadership of the country, 
elected or otherwise, does what the 
creditor demands.  Therefore, Leadership 
is not in control!  This includes the U.S.

The Boston Tea Party

• Before the Revolutionary War started, there 
was the Boston Tea Party, a bold act by 
American patriots who opposed the tyrannical 
rule of King George III.  Dressed as Indians 
they boarded a ship loaded with tea from 
England and dumped its cargo into the bay.  
The colonists were of this opinion because they 
were being taxed without any representation in 
England’s Parliament.  The consignment of tea 
that the Patriots destroyed was the property of 
the East India Company.

The East India Company - Wiki

• “The East India Company (EIC), also 
known as the Honorable East India 
Company and informally as John 
Company, was an English and later, 
British joint-stock company, formed to 
pursue trade with the East Indies, which 
ended up trading mainly with the Indian 
subcontinent and Qing China. [>>>]

East India Co. History 1

• “Originally chartered as the "Governor and 
Company of Merchants of London trading 
into the East Indies", the company rose to 
account for half of the world's trade, 
particularly trade in basic commodities that 
included cotton, silk, indigo dye, salt, 
saltpeter, tea and opium. The company 
also ruled the beginnings of the British 
Empire in India.
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East India Co. History 2

• “The company received a Royal Charter 
from Queen Elizabeth on 31 December 
1600, making it the oldest among several 
similarly formed European East India 
Companies. Wealthy merchants and 
aristocrats owned the Company's 
shares.  The government did not own 
shares and had only indirect control.

East India Co. History 3

• “The company eventually came to rule large 
areas of India with its own private armies, 
exercising military power and assuming 
administrative functions.  Company rule in India 
effectively began in 1757 after the Battle of 
Plassey and lasted until 1858 when, following 
the Indian Rebellion of 1857, the Government 
of India Act (1858) led to the British Crown 
assuming direct control of India in the form of 
the new British Raj.” – Wikipedia

Forcing Their Will on Others

• The East India Company controlled the opium 
trade in the Bengal region and turned millions 
of Asians into drug addicts.  At one time the 
East India Company had a standing army of 
over 200,000.  Since this was a commercial 
venture, consisting of moneyed individuals, 
you can see by the number of Army members 
how far the moneyed elite will go to force their 
will on others.

Colonization: Original Source

• Prior to the establishment of Royal, 
Proprietary and Charter colonies the British 
colonization of North America had been 
financed and settled under the jurisdiction 
of joint stock companies operating under 
charters granted by the crown.  A 
commercial undertaking, visualizing future 
profits in natural resources.
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Avoiding Confusion

• Previously, a reference to the “Merchants 
of London” was made.  This is somewhat 
confusing because there are two cities 
named “London” in England.  And since 
England is central to the criminal nature of 
United States Government, we must, of 
necessity, comprehend the nature of the 
two cities named “London”.  And we will 
cover this shortly.

A City State

• Before we can do that, we must first 
comprehend the nature of a City State. 

• “A city-state is a sovereign state
consisting of a city and its dependent 
territories.  Historically this included 
famous cities like Rome, Athens, Carthage 
and the Italian city-states during the 
Renaissance...” – Wikipedia

Sovereignty
• You will notice in the definition on the previous 

slide, that a “City State” is sovereign.  In order 
for a “State” [read Country] to be “Sovereign”, it 
cannot be in debt.  If a State [country] were in 
debt, then it would be under the direction and 
control of the creditor (otherwise know as the 
Banker).  Not much different than the Bank 
demanding that you have insurance on your 
financed home.  And this is a very important 
point, one we should remember.

They Wield Immense Power

• Today, there are three City-States that are 
the focus of our interest.  They receive our 
focus because of the immense power they 
hold over countries of this world and the 
peoples of those countries by colluding 
and combining their immense power.  The 
three City-States of interest are:

collude. Come to a secret 
understanding; conspire.
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Three City States of Interest

• City of London - (The “inner City of London” 
is not to be confused with London, the 
Capital City of England).

• Washington, District of Columbia -
otherwise known as Washington, D.C., the 
seat of the Federal Government in the U.S.

• The Vatican – Otherwise known as the 
central authority of the Catholic Church.

Two Londons
• Actually, one city is named “London” and the 

other is named “City of London”, which still 
leads to confusion.  Confusing TWO NAMES is 
a tactic of deception used by the Banking Elite 
and, as we shall see, it is practiced here in the 
United States.  It is the latter, the “City of 
London” that is the focus of our interest. 

City of London

• This City-State has been, for a very long 
time, the center of western dominated 
global finance.  It is an area of about 1.2 
square miles inside London, England, yet 
separate from that city in a legal sense, 
although it lies within the boundaries of 
London, which has led to it sometimes 
being called the Inner City of London.

Interesting Legalities

• There are some interesting legalities to note 
about the City of London.  First, and probably 
most interesting is that the City of London is not 
subject to any acts or laws of the English 
Parliament.  Remember, a City-State is a 
Sovereign1 onto itself.  The City of London has 
its own system of justice, its own police force, 
and its own Mayor, all separate from London. 
– 1 Sovereign: one that exercises supreme authority 

within a limited sphere or geographic area.
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Within the City of London

• Within the City of London you will find: The 
Rothschild controlled Bank of England; 
Lloyds of London (essentially the Insurance 
Market of the World); The London Stock 
Exchange; All British Banks; The Branch 
offices of 384 Foreign Banks; Seventy 
United States Banks; [>>>] 

Centralized Power

• [>>>] Fleet Street Newspaper and 
Publishing Monopolies (control of the 
press is maintained, just as it is in the 
United States); Headquarters for 
Worldwide Freemasonry; Headquarters for 
the worldwide money cartel known as THE 
CROWN,  all located in the City of London
and not subject to any law but their own. 

Health of Western Economies

• And that, ladies and gentlemen, is the core 
of financial power and influence in western 
nations, including the United States.  
You've wanted to know who's calling the 
financial shots?  It is the Moneyed Elite (or 
Banking Elite) in the City of London.  The 
prosperity (or loss and failure) of western 
economies is the result of policies made 
here.

They Control the English Gov.
• The Banking Elite operate from the inner City of 

London and they have controlled the English 
Government for a very long time.  It was the 
Banking Elite of England that provided the initial 
financial support for the colonists to sail to 
America and establish colonies, ostensibly, on 
behalf of the English King.  And the taxes of 
King George III that the colonists were 
complaining about, were actually the result of 
control exercised by the Bankers over the 
English Government.  
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Never Heard it Put So Well

• Agent Salinger:  "Yeah, but billions of dollars 
invested, simply to be a broker [of weapons]... 
there can't be that much profit for them.“

Mr. Calvini:  "No, this is not about making profit 
from weapons sales, it's about control.“

ADA Whitman:  "Control the flow of weapons, 
control the conflict?” – [Continued] 

Put So Well 02

• Mr. Calvini:  "No... no, no.  The IBBC is a 
bank.  Their objective isn't to control the 
conflict, it's to control the DEBT that the 
conflict produces.  You see, the real value 
of a conflict, the true value, is in the 
DEBT that it creates.  You control the 
debt, you control everything. 

Put So Well 03
• Mr. Calvini continues: “You find this upsetting, 

yes.  But this is the very essence of the 
banking industry.  To make us all, whether 
we be nations or individuals, slaves to 
debt." – The International

• And this is the method used in enslaving the 
people, men, women and children, of the 
United States.  All provided by Leadership!  It 
works the same in other countries as well.

Right from the Start…

• The Banking Elite held that the colonists had 
a debt obligation to them which had not 
been paid. The Banking Elite of today hold 
that the people of the United States have an 
obligation to the payment of the National Debt 
to which the  people, and all of their property 
are obligated.  In this case, the “surety” is the 
people of the United States, responsible for 
the payment of a debt obligation created by 
Leadership.
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Surety

• And when I say you are held as “surety”, I 
mean that your productivity is subject to 
confiscation.  In short, your productivity is 
reflected in your income, which is confiscated 
through an ever increasing “income tax”, 
implemented in the 1930’s when President 
Franklin Roosevelt declared the U.S. bankrupt 
and was no longer able to pay the Banking 
Elite with the gold of the American people.

Who Controls the Military

• Looking back, the Revolutionary War was not 
against England so much as it was against the 
Bankers that control English policy, law, and 
Leadership. By controlling the Leadership of 
the English Government, through debt, the 
Banking Elite exercise control over the English 
military and as we progress, you will come to 
comprehend that the same is true of the 
Military of the United States.

It’s Systemic

• This is also true for any other country that 
has an un-payable debt to the Banking 
Elite.  For those who may like to confirm 
the criminality of United States 
Leadership, feel free to watch “The 
Confessions of an Economic Hitman” –
John Perkins, found at Netflix or on 
YouTube (time: 1:08).  
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y-
a6jzU0YgQ)

Subjects
• Since the City of London Banker’s primary role 

is control of Global Finance, they must receive 
payment from subjects.1 These  Bankers have 
subjects (people) in England, Canada and the 
United States, and probably other countries as 
well, from which they receives taxes.
– Subject.  An individual who has become a “subject” 

has been brought under the control of another 
country or jurisdiction to whom they have an 
obligation or duty.
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Design of the U.S. Banking 
System

• And now the people of the United States 
can begin to comprehend why their central 
bank, the Federal Reserve Bank, is 
PRIVATELY OWNED AND ABOVE 
BEING AUDITED! The Banking Elite 
designed the economic and financial 
system of the United States.

God’s Existence

• The following slide begins an examination 
of the Vatican’s role in the criminality of 
not only the U.S. Government, but other 
Governments as well.  This examination 
has nothing to do with God’s existence, 
which is independent of the Catholic 
Church and all churches.  Therefore, DO 
NOT try to make a case that this is an 
attack on God, IT IS NOT!

The Vatican City State
• The next City State that we examine is the 

Vatican, the consolidated administration of the 
Catholic Church with the Pope as the 
undisputed Leader.  Located entirely inside 
Italy, the Vatican is a separate sovereign 
jurisdiction.  And much like the inner City of 
London, it has its own police force, its own 
court, its own laws, and its own Leadership.  
But its influence on World Affairs is enormous, 
yet, not generally known by the public at large.

Canon Law

• While the goals of the Vatican certainly 
seems to be inconsistent with the laws of 
God, it seems clear that Catholic Church 
Leadership believes that Canon Law1 of 
the Church stands above every other form 
of law. 

• - 1 Canon law is the body of laws and regulations made 
by ecclesiastical authority (Church leadership).
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The HOLY SEE
• In order to comprehend the full reach of the 

Catholic Church and Canon Law, we need to 
know that the Universal Government of the 
Catholic Church is an entity known as the Holy 
See.  It is the Holy See that sets forth Canon 
Law. 

• "The Holy See is the universal government of the 
Catholic Church and operates from Vatican City 
State, a sovereign, independent territory. The Pope is 
the ruler of both Vatican City State and the Holy 
See." – U.S. Department of State

Roman Curia

• Using our deductive reasoning and 
remembering that the Vatican is a 
sovereign State, we can conclude that 
there must be a means for the Vatican to 
enforce Canon Law.  There is, it is the 
Roman Curia.1
– 1 The Roman Curia is the administrative machinery of 

the Holy See, similar to a court.

Rome’s Court

• In the phrase “Roman Curia”, we find that 
“Curia” is the Roman word for court.  Therefore, 
it would appear that the “Roman Curia” of the 
Catholic Church is the judicial administration of 
the Catholic Church. I have never seen any 
news related to any case brought before the 
Roman Curia, therefore, I suspect that its 
proceedings are held in secret, or at least 
without public scrutiny.

Vatican Investments

• The Vatican has somewhat huge investments 
with the Rothschild’s Banking Dynasty of 
Britain, France and America as well as with the 
Hambros Bank.  Also with the Credit Suisse in 
London and Zurich. In the United States it has 
significant investments with Morgan Bank, 
Chase-Manhattan Bank, First National Bank of 
New York, Bankers Trust Company, and 
others.
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Vatican: Likely the Most 
Wealthy Entity in the World

• The Vatican is very likely the most wealthy 
entity in the world today.  This wealth provides 
the means to expand the influence of the 
Vatican, and for control of many countries 
simply by threat of removing their investments, 
but also by virtue of the money they have the 
ability to “invest.”  

Vatican Honor & Ethics

• Sometimes it's difficult to determine the honor 
and ethics of the Catholic Church, but on 
occasion we get a clear view of its nature.  
Such is the case in the 1822 Treaty of Verona.  
In short, the Catholic Church entered into an 
agreement in which self government was 
deemed incompatible with Monarchical 
government as well as with Papal supremacy 
(the supreme power of the Pope above all.)

The Following 2 Slides
is Taken From

CONGRESSIONAL RECORD - SENATE.
64th CONGRESS, 1st SESSION

VOLUME 53, PART 7
Page 6781

25 April 1916

The Ancient Conflict

• “I wish to put in the RECORD the secret 
treaty of Verona of  November 22, 1822, 
showing this ancient conflict is between 
the rule of the few and the rule of the 
many.   [>>> continued]
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Of Great Concern

• “I wish to call the attention of the Senate to 
this treaty because it is the threat of this 
treaty which was the basis of the Monroe 
Doctrine.   It throws a powerful white light 
upon the conflict between monarchial 
government and government by the 
people.”

1822 Treaty of Verona: Article I
• The high contracting powers being convinced 

that the system of representative government is 
equally as incompatible with the monarchial 
principles as the maxim of the sovereignty of 
the people with the high divine right, engage 
mutually in the most solemn manner, to use all 
their efforts to put an end to the system of 
representative governments, in whatever 
country it may exist in Europe, and to prevent 
its being introduced in those countries where it 
is not yet known.

A Recipe for Eventual Revolt
• In short, the high contracting authorities within 

the Catholic Church have entered into a Treaty 
to deprive the people of this world of self 
governance, it is the same for all countries.  In 
other words, it is mutually agreed to enslave 
everyone to  the will of the Monarch and Papal 
Authority.  It is to be remembered that in 1822, 
Britain was believed to have the most powerful 
military in the world, thus the necessary 
violence needed to enforce the will of the 
Monarch and Catholic Church.

Followers of the Catholic Faith
• Yes, I realize this is a difficult dilemma for 

Catholics as it should be.  But, how far is one 
willing to go to remain faithful and loyal to a 
Plantation-Slave-Owner pretending to be a 
Church?  Are people willing to enslave their 
children and other loved ones to engage in self 
deception, pretending that a corporation 
represents God?  I suppose it is a personal 
choice, but those who choose to be a slave are 
a danger to others who don’t!
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A Warning
• Should the Vatican decide to separate itself 

from the criminals and repent for past actions, it 
needs to declare such openly, and use its 
enormous influence as the head of the “Global 
Estate Trust” to end the criminality which it has 
fostered and been a part for a very long time.  
This probably needs to be done before the 
people of this world implement a correction.  
Today, not everyone is as ignorant as the 
Church, or high contracting powers would like.

The Goal is World Dominance
• So, sadly, we can see in the 1822 Treaty 

of Verona, the Catholic Church is at the 
center of Government Criminality, acting in 
conjunction with the British Monarch along 
with others, and today, United States 
Leadership.  What we see taking place 
today, is maneuvering by these three to 
start World War 3 in a desperate attempt 
at total world dominance and control.

The Line Up
• Right now, Russia, China, India, South African 

countries, Brazil & other South American 
countries, and probably the people of many of 
our allies, are lined up against United States 
Leadership and their World War 3 goal, as are 
many knowledgeable Americans.  And because 
these foreign countries have not intentionally 
dumbed down their population through public 
schools, they may well have advanced 
weapons THAT WORK and probably do!  

Psychopaths
• Should the U.S. Leadership suspect they are 

losing World War 3, which is entirely possible, 
they will undoubtedly take it nuclear.  If they 
do, there will be NO TOMORROWS. We the 
people have elected psychopaths to positions 
of United States Leadership and they are 
currently running the show!  For now, it’s their 
END GAME!  And the Catholic Church has 
allowed this to evolve to this point!
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A WARNING

• A U.S. Ballistic Missile launching Nuclear 
Submarine has 24-Trident Nuclear 
Missiles on board to launch.  The amount 
of destructive power of 24-Trident Missiles 
is virtually unbelievable, and psychopaths 
are in control of their release upon 
humanity.  Let me tell you how much 
energy release ONE Trident Missile has. 
[>>> next slide]  

One Trident Missile
• It has more energy release than all weapons 

discharged in World War II, that includes all 
bombs dropped from airplanes (including 
Nagasaki and Hiroshima), all mortar shells, all 
artillery shells, all hand grenades, all tank 
shells, all mines (both land and sea), all 
torpedoes, all war ship shells, by all armies, in 
all theaters.  If there is a nuclear war, there will 
be NO TOMORROWS!

Choosing to Abandon God’s Law

• The Catholic Church is a corporation, a legal 
fiction, a dead person as are all main stream 
religions in the United States.  In order to 
become a corporation in the U. S., Church 
Leadership has to make a conscious choice to 
abandon God’s Law (the common law), and 
take up man’s law, the Uniform Commercial 
Code (UCC).  

Unidroit

• As matters would have it, the Uniform 
Commercial Code is owned by Unidroit, a 
subsidiary owned by the Catholic Church. 
Unidroit is: The International Institute for the 
Unification of Private Law! Do we find it 
strange that the Catholic Church is promoting 
private man made law over God’s Law?  Seems 
like they may be talking out both sides of their 
mouth at the same time.  Deception is 
everywhere!
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Washington, District of Columbia

• We now move on to the next City State, 
Washington, District of Columbia.  For 
those who don’t know, this is the home of 
the UNITED STATES.  

• “(h) [Location of United States.] The 
United States is located in the District of 
Columbia.” – Uniform Commercial Code, 
Section 9-307(h)

Location of United States

• I know that the Location of the United 
States seems a little strange, but what 
people do not generally know is that there 
are at least three “United States” defined 
in law, or what we call law.  Therefore, we 
need to ask which of the three “United 
States” is located in the District of 
Columbia? Definition of “United States” 
follows on next slide.

United States Defined

• "United States.  This term has several 
meanings.  It may be merely the name of a 
sovereign occupying the position analogous to 
that of other sovereigns in a family of nations, it 
may designate territory over which sovereignty 
of United States extends, or it may be collective 
name of the states which are united by and 
under the Constitution.  Hooven & Allison Co. v. 
Evatt, U.S. Ohio, 324 U.S. 652, 65 S.Ct. 870, 
880,89 L.Ed. 1252."  – Blacks Law Dictionary, 
Sixth Edition.

U.S. Definition #1

• “It may be merely the name of a sovereign 
occupying the position analogous to that of 
other sovereigns in a family of nations….”

Union States, like Maine, Maryland, South 
Carolina, etc.  The use of “sovereign” is 
erroneous, you can’t be a “sovereign” and 
have a debt obligation.
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U.S. Definition #2

• …it may designate territory over which 
sovereignty of United States extends,…”

Corporate:  “THE UNITED STATES”.  The 
article “THE” is part of the name.  It is 
deceptions like this that Leadership uses 
to deceive the public into believing this is a 
legitimate (de jure) government.  See:
http://mhkeehn.tripod.com/150913USEconomicHistory.pdf

U.S. Definition #3

• “…it may be collective name of the states 
which are united by and under the 
Constitution.”

Republic of these united States of America.
Lowercase “u” on “united” is intentional and 
proper in this instance.  The term “united” is 
an adjective describing the nature of “States 
of America”.  

Republic Mandated
• Since “Republic” has just been mentioned, this 

seems like a natural place to discuss this 
concept of Republic.  First, perhaps, is its 
importance. “The United States shall guarantee 
to every State in this Union a Republican Form 
of Government” – Constitution for the United 
States of America, Title IV, Section 4. 

Constitutionally mandated: That’s pretty 
important.

Source of U.S. Authority S1

• "It has been justly thought a matter of 
importance to determine from what source the 
United States derives its authority... The 
question here proposed is whether our bond of 
union is a compact entered into by the states, 
or whether the Constitution is an organic law 
established by the People.  To this we answer: 
'We the People... ordain and establish this 
Constitution'... [>>>]
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Source of U.S. Authority S2

• “The government of the state had only 
delegated power (from the People) and 
even if they had an inclination, they had no 
authority to transfer the authority of the 
Sovereign People.  The people in their 
capacity as Sovereigns made and adopted 
the Constitution; and it binds the state 
governments without the state's consent.
[>>>]

Source of U.S. Authority S3
• “The United States, as a whole, therefore, 

emanates from the People and not from the 
states, and the Constitution and the laws of 
the states, whether made before or since the 
adoption of that Constitution of the United 
States, are subordinate to the united States 
Constitution and the laws made in pursuance 
of it." – Bouvier's 14th Edition Law Dictionary 
(citing 4 Wheat 402)
http://mhkeehn.tripod.com/4Wheat.pdf

Equal in the Eyes of the Law

• But the defining characteristic of our 
republic that I find most important is the 
conferring of power and authority.  It 
begins with us realizing that WE ARE ALL 
EQUAL IN THE EYES OF THE LAW.  
This means that none of us has anymore 
power and authority than any other of us.  
And this is where the rubber meets the 
road!

Contracts Acquired Under 
Deception

• Therefore, we cannot confer a power or 
authority we DO NOT posses.  For example, if 
I, as an individual, do not have the authority to 
go into your wallet, take out a hundred-dollars 
and give it to whomever I feel is needy, then I 
cannot confer that power upon government or 
Leadership.  And that is why Leadership needs 
a contract, one which they acquire under 
blatant deception of the American people!
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You Think You Don’t Have Any 
Contracts with Government?

• Do you have a Drivers License, do you have a 
Social Security Account, do you have a 
registered Birth Certification,  do you have a 
teaching credential, do you hold any license, do 
you have a home loan guaranteed by the FDIC, 
do you hold a Government issued identification, 
have you served in the military?  Are you 
married under license?  Are you beginning to 
get the picture on Contracts acquired through 
deception?

By and Through Contracts
• It is by and through Contracts with Government 

that Leadership holds that you are subject to 
their corporation rules that they like to call law, 
but is NOT LAW!  And that is why Leadership 
tells us that “IGNORANCE OF THE LAW IS NO 
EXCUSE”.  Well, Leadership knows we are 
ignorant of the law because they control our 
educational curriculum.  And no one can 
lawfully force you to contract!  See:
http://mhkeehn.tripod.com/ughaoe.pdf

A Second Constitution?

• The Corporate United States (definition #2), has 
a Constitution created by changing one word of 
the organic Constitution.  Instead of “for the 
United States…” their Constitution is “of the 
United States”, changing the source of the 
Constitution.  Changing the source, changes 
the whole meaning of the contract.  The 
Constitution is a contract between the people 
and Federal Government.

Changing U. S. Source of 
Authority

• And now we better comprehend the 
importance of the subject, source of 
United States Authority, covered a few 
slides earlier.  Changing the source of the 
Constitution changes the source of U.S. 
authority from the people, to the United 
States Government itself.  And yet, there 
are those who don’t believe Government 
to be conspiratorial.  
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An Oath to Which United States?

• Knowing this, and listening to an elected, or 
other Government official, swear an oath to 
protect and defend the Constitution of the 
United States against all enemies, foreign and 
domestic, we must now ask to which “United 
States” and which Constitution is this 
Government official swearing an oath?  By now, 
the reader should be clearly seeing the 
intentional deception of Leadership which is 
leading to criminal fraud.

Purpose of Washington, D.C.
• We’ve learned the primary purpose of the inner 

City of London is world financial dominance, 
that the purpose of the Vatican is belief control
mixed with total enslavement of the world.  That 
leaves Washington, D.C.  Since it is now 
believed that the United States has the most 
powerful military in the world, the purpose of 
Washington, D.C. is to supply the necessary 
force and violence to bring un-cooperative 
countries into line, like Iraq; Iran; Syria; North 
Korea; Soviet Union, China, etc.

Washington, D.C. Flag

• The three red stars of 
the Washington, D.C. 
flag are symbolizing 
the unity of the three 
City States, City of 
London, Vatican, and 
Washington, D.C. 
itself.

Part 2 Conclusion

• This Concludes Part 2, the reader may 
now begin reading Part 3 when ready.
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Government 102
An Advanced Examination of 
United States Government

Part 3

by michael-herbert: keehn
mhkeehn@gmail.com

Educational Series

• This series of Educational Presentations
probably needs to be viewed in order so 
that previous concepts, explained at the 
time of introduction, may be referenced in 
future presentations without further 
explanation.  The full series is identified in 
Parts with a numeric identifier.

Disclaimer

• Because almost everyone in the United 
States has been converted into a “legal 
fiction”, who cannot receive legal advice from 
anyone other than an attorney,  nothing in 
this document is to be considered legal 
advice.  However, everything is true and 
correct to the best of my knowledge and there 
is no effort to deceive.

Introduction
• In short, this presentation examines the 

criminal behavior of Government Leadership 
in the United States.  Without previous 
exposure it is an undertaking that may knock 
the beginner off balance.  It is an undertaking 
for those who care about their loved ones, 
their fellow man and their country.  It will be 
difficult, because, as Michael Rivero puts it… 
>>>
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Michael Rivero

• "Most people prefer to believe that their 
leaders are just and fair, even in the face 
of evidence to the contrary, because once 
a citizen acknowledges that the 
government under which he lives is lying 
and corrupt, the citizen has to choose 
what he or she will do about it.  >>>

>>>  Michael Rivero

• “To take action in the face of corrupt 
government entails risks of harm to life and 
loved ones. To choose to do nothing is to 
surrender one's self-image of standing for 
principles. Most people do not have the 
courage to face that choice. Hence, most 
propaganda is not designed to fool the critical 
thinker but only to give moral cowards an 
excuse not to think at all."

Visible & Invisible Leadership

• While we have previously assigned the 
criminality of Government to Leadership, as 
it should be, it’s not quite as simple as that.  
In the United States, as in most western 
countries, there is Visible Leadership, and 
there is Invisible Leadership.

Visible Leadership

• Visible Leadership, here in the United 
States, is the people we elect to hold 
Government office.  They are the people 
we see, that we read about.  They are the 
ones who  apparently make policy, or so 
we think.  We think that we can complain 
to Visible Leadership, and find remedy to 
problems, but we typically cannot.  That’s 
because they are controlled!
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Invisible Leadership

• It is the Invisible Leadership who controls 
Visible Leadership, from the President, 
through Congress, through the State 
Governors, State Legislatures, County 
Supervisors, and on down the line.  And 
the Invisible Leadership does this through 
DEBT OBLIGATION.  This Leadership is 
sometimes referred to as The Shadow 
Government.

Where Did Our Debt Obligation 
Arise?

• It will be instructive to know where and 
how we acquired our current debt.  
Originally, our debt was the result of the 
Revolutionary War with England.  At the 
end of the war, our creditors were 
hounding us for payment, and so we 
began shopping around for someone to 
pay our bills and become our sole creditor.

Our New Creditor

• And, to the surprise of some, England 
became our sole creditor.  Actually, it was 
the Bankers of the City-State we now 
know as the inner City of London, by and 
through the English Government.  But 
there were stipulations and collateral for 
the loan to be agreed upon.

First National Bank of America

• The collateral for the loan was all the property 
held by the Federal Government.  And the 
titles to the property would be placed in a new 
National Bank, generally known as the First 
Bank of the United States a National Bank.  
The titles to the collateral property were 
placed in this bank, 80% English owned, and 
20% American owned.  Soon to be 100% 
English owned.
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Unhappy Bankers

• The First National Bank of the United States 
was chartered for 20 years by Congress in 
1791.  When the charter expired in 1811, 
Congress did not renew it and the Bank was 
forced to close its doors.  However, Leadership 
of the United States had not paid the debt to 
England, making the English Bankers, the 
source of the loan, very unhappy.  

England Attacks

• Because English Leadership is also 
controlled by the Invisible Leadership (the 
Banking Elite), England was required to 
mobilize its military and attack the United 
States.  Thus, the English sailed into 
America, entered Washington, D.C., and 
attacked the United States!

For Our Freedom?

• And this act is a monumentally important 
point to comprehend.  The point to be 
garnered is that it is the creditor, the Banker
to whom the debt is owed that controls the 
military of any country into which they have 
their debt obligation tentacle.  They are quite 
happy to send any country’s fathers and sons 
into battle to die for their benefit, while 
making us think its all for our freedom.

Currently Preparing for Civil Unrest
• And the Banking Elite will be quite happy to use 

the military against the Citizens of the United 
States when the economy fails and falls apart, 
as they engineered.  A large contingent of the 
American people have figured out who is 
responsible for the collapsing economy, and so 
Leadership, directed by the Banking Elite, are 
preparing for civil unrest.  And that is one of the 
main reasons Leadership is trying to take away 
the guns.
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Leadership’s Dishonor
Returning to the War of 1812

• The English entered Washington, D.C., 
burned down the White House, burned 
down the President’s private home, 
entered the Federal Courts and retrieved 
the property titles to the collateral property, 
where these titles had been placed when 
the Bank closed.  Thus, the real source of 
this war was our Leadership’s dishonor 
and unwillingness to pay the debt.

Early English

• Congress renewed the Bank’s charter, and 
the titles were returned to the Bank for 
safe keeping.  When the charter was 
about to expire the second time, United 
States Leadership still had not paid the 
debt, nor even tried to pay it.  Thus, the 
English arrived early to begin lobbying for 
renewal of the Bank’s Charter.

Andrew Jackson

• President Andrew Jackson could see what 
the Bankers were doing to the United 
States, and using his Presidential Powers, 
sent the military into the States to get 
sufficient money at the Federal Level to 
pay off the Bankers.  And for the first and 
only time, the United States was DEBT 
FREE and a true sovereign.

In Debt Again

• But it didn’t last all that long.  Soon there 
was strife in Congress.  Northern States 
passed measures that were very 
detrimental to Southern States, and 
England had sent provocateurs into the 
halls of Congress to stir up feelings of 
resentment and discord, ultimately 
resulting in Civil War.  And back into debt 
went the United States, again to England!
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U.S., On the Hook

• The loans to the United States were made on 
the same collateral as before, all the property 
held or owned by the Federal Government.  
Thus, the Banking Elite once again had their 
hooks into the United States.  But, the Bankers 
had a plan to obligate the United States to a 
much greater degree, and that would come to 
fruition soon enough.

Thirteenth Amendment
• The status of the freed Slaves is, ultimately, of 

great importance, and so we examine this 
subject.  After the war, the Thirteenth Amend-
ment was passed, providing freedom for the 
Negro Slaves.  Although free, the former slaves 
were being denied standing in court for lack of 
citizenship.  Recognized as free, but without 
standing, they had no recourse or remedy in 
court when wronged.

Fourteenth Amendment
• To, correct this issue, Leadership  allegedly

passed the Fourteenth Amendment to the 
Constitution in 1868, ostensibly providing 
citizenship to the freed Negro Slave.  But it was 
a ruse, a trick, a deception.  It made the freed 
Negro Slave both a citizen of the State where 
he lived, but also of the United States.  This is 
interesting, because the “United States” isn’t a 
country and this is the first time this status of 
citizenship is mentioned in law.

A MISTAKEN BELIEF
• “That there is a valid article in the Constitution 

known as the ‘Fourteenth Amendment’...  No 
such amendment was ever legally ratified by 
three fourths of the States of the Union as 
required by the Constitution itself... There were 
37 States in the Union at the time, so ratification 
by at least 28 was necessary to make the 
amendment an integral part of the Constitution. 
Actually, only 21 States legally ratified it. So it 
failed of ratification.” – David Lawrence; U.S. 
News & World Report
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CRIMINAL LEADERSHIP

• THAT, LADIES AND GENTLEMEN, IS 
HOW CRIMINAL LEADERSHIP HAS BEEN 
FOR A VERY LONG TIME.  AND IT 
CONTINUES TODAY!  EVEN WHEN IT’S 
KNOWN THAT FORMER LEADERSHIP 
HAS ACTED CRIMINALLY, TODAY’S 
LEADERSHIP DOES NOT IMPLEMENT A 
CORRECTION!

U. S. citizen 

• United States citizen status, set forth in the 
un-ratified 14th-Amendment, emanates 
from the jurisdiction where it was created, 
Washington, District of Columbia, a 
jurisdiction outside the republic. And so 
the former Slaves were illegally saddled 
with a status of citizenship that white 
people did not hold, U.S. citizen.  There is 
more to this issue and it will surface again.

“Federal” Defined
• “Federal. Of or pertaining to, or of the nature of, 

that form of government in which two or more 
states constitute a political unity while 
remaining more or less independent with regard 
to their internal affairs.” – Oxford English 
Dictionary

The form of government of the Union states, is 
a REPUBLIC, the Constitution mandates it!
“mandate. 1: an authoritative command” – Merriam 
Webster

Conferring Power & Authority
• In short, two or more states collude to form a 

“Federal Governing Body”.  But here is the 
catch.  Neither state can confer powers or 
authorities upon the Federal Government they 
do not possess.  For example, neither state can 
empower the Federal Government to collect 
taxes from citizens of the other State, because 
neither State has that power over the other.  
Thus the Federal Government cannot have that 
power unless agreed upon by all parties.
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Federal Income Tax

• And the Union States have never agreed 
that the Federal Government has that 
taxing power, thus, the need for a Contract
in order for the Federal Government to 
TAX the people of these united States of 
America.

Federal Ideal

• The idea in forming a Federal Governing 
Body is to extend to each of the States, 
benefits of participation that makes being 
a member of the Union worth the cost of 
financing the Federal Body.  Presumably, 
if a State were not to pay its share, it could 
be expelled from the Union and no longer 
receive the benefits provided.

A Union

• At the signing of the Constitution (1789), the 
States were independent Nations, and were 
not going to give up that status to sign the 
Constitution.  Thus, the Constitution did not 
create a country, it formed a Union, a Union of 
several independent Nation States.  And also 
created was a Federal Government Services 
entity with specific and limited responsibilities, 
powers and authority.

“these” vs. “the”

• AND, these united States of America was 
a general name of the Union that had 
been formed when the Federal Governing 
Body was created by the Constitution.  It is 
a plural reference (these united States of 
America), not a singular reference (the 
United States of America).  The lowercase 
“u” on “united” is proper in context.  
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Not With Criminals!
• It is monumentally important to comprehend 

that a Union was formed when States freely 
associated to form the Union.  And since they 
FREELY JOINED, it follows that they could 
freely quit the Union without being murdered.  
And it further follows that if they quit, any 
property they had contributed for forts, 
magazines, and other needful buildings would 
be immediately returned to the State.  But not 
when you’re dealing with criminals!  And so we 
had the Civil War!

Taking Title to the Collateral
• In 1871, the Civil War loan to the United States 

was due and payable.  But United States 
Leadership was, once again, dishonorable and 
failed to pay the DEBT.  This led to England 
taking title to the collateral on the debt, all the 
property held or owned by the Federal 
Government of the United States, and this 
included Washington, District of Columbia!  And 
so, the Bankers, through England, took over  
our Capital without firing a shot!

“The United States” (corporate)

• Thus, the Capital of the Federal Government 
was now owned by a foreign country, 
England.  And the first thing the new owner 
did, was to require Congress to incorporate 
Washington, District of Columbia.  Thus was 
born the Corporate United States.  And that’s 
why the location of United States (corporate) 
is Washington, D.C. (see Part 2) – Google 
Search 150913USEconomicHistory.pdf

And We Thought We Won

• And, of course, we do not own this newly 
created corporation, Great Britain owns it, 
and the Banking Elite controls Britain’s 
Leadership.  Thus, “The United States” is 
a British owned corporation, controlled by 
Bankers.  And we thought we won the 
Revolutionary war.  But… it gets worse.
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Sin Die
• There is some history that occurred 

during the Civil War of the 1860’s that we 
need to comprehend.  When the 
Southern States walked out of Congress, 
that legislative body adjourned “Sin Die”, 
meaning without day.  In other words, 
without a day to reconvene. 

Legislation by Violence
• Without the Southern States present, 

Congress did not have a quorum, the minimum 
number necessary to conduct business. But 
that did not stop newly elected President 
Lincoln who, unlawfully, declared Martial Law 
and forced the Northern Congressional 
delegates back into session as though this 
would make a Constitutional legislative body, 
but it does not!  Lincoln used this fabricated 
Congress to support his actions, as though 
that made them lawful.

Martial Law Never Terminated

• Therefore, Congress was no longer sitting 
as a Constitutionally empowered legislative 
body, it was sitting as a hostage to the will of 
the President.  And while it may well have 
been Lincoln’s intent to restore Congress 
back to its former status at the end of the 
Civil War, that did not occur because Lincoln 
was assassinated and, to this day, the 
Martial Law was never terminated.

CEO & Board of Directors
• Since Lincoln’s assassination, Congress has 

continued to set as a hostage to the President 
of the United States whomever he may be.  
However, with the birth of “The United States” 
(corporate) in 1871, Congress became the 
Board of Directors of a British owned 
corporation and the President became the CEO 
(Chief Executive Officer) of the same 
corporation, under control and direction of the 
Banking Elite.
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All States of this Union!
• As a result of being unlawfully brought 

back into session under Martial Law, 
and then becoming the Board of 
Directors of the United States, Inc. a 
British owned corporation, Congress 
has not been able to pass law for the 
republic of these united States of 
America.  

Since Lincoln’s Barrel of a Gun

• Actually, Congress has not passed LAW for 
the Republic since being brought back into 
session under the barrel of a gun during 
Lincoln’s Administration. And let us not 
forget that the Constitution MANDATES
that a republican form of Government be 
maintained in all States of this Union!

Due and Payable

• But the debt was still not paid, and in 
1871 it fell to the Union States to pay 
the debt.  After all, the United States 
was the creation of the people in those 
States.  That debt was due and 
payable in 1909, but this time, Union 
State Leadership failed to pay.  

20-Year Time Extension

• A 20-year  time extension request was 
made, and it was granted with stipulations.  
One stipulation was the creation of a 
Central Bank, thus, in 1913 this stipulation 
was met with the act creating the privately 
owned Federal Reserve Bank.  The 
additional stipulations was the passage of 
the 16th and 17th Amendments to the 
Constitution.
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The Twenty-Year Party
• And for twenty-years, the people of the United 

States were having a party.  Prosperity was 
great, and the roaring twenty’s were evidence 
of this.  Alcoholic beverages were banned, thus 
the bootleg industry was born, and gangsters 
took control, forcing businesses to pay for 
protection, or they would be bombed or burned 
or killed by organized crime.  Sound familiar?  If 
you want to foster crime, outlaw something the 
people want!

20-Years Later
• But, in 1929, the twenty-year time extension 

was up and the bill was due and payable again.  
And again, the Leadership we elect failed to 
pay the bill.  Nor did Leadership give us notice 
that a bill was coming due, nor did the 
mainstream misleadia do its job and inform us.  
Then, on October 29, 1929, the party was over.  
The Stock Market crashed, as engineered by 
the Banking Elite, bringing in the Depression of 
the 1930’s.  Are you beginning to see a 
pattern?

Honest, Truthful Education?

• This is why it is so important that we be 
educated, honestly and truthfully.  
Unfortunately, the Banking Elite have taken 
over our educational curriculum by and 
through the Department of Education, and 
they make certain we are not educated, 
only enough to perform a slave’s duties.  
Google Search ughoae.pdf

What Might be Done?

• Herbert Hoover assumed the Presidency 
in 1929, before the Stock Market crash.  
As the economy worsened, he wrote a 
letter to the Federal Reserve Bank Board 
of New York, asking what might be done 
about the crisis in banking?  The Federal 
Reserve Board responded by saying:
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WHY?
• "Whereas in the opinion of the Board of 

Directors of the Federal Reserve Bank of New 
York, the continued and increasing withdrawal 
of currency and gold from the banks of the 
country has now created a national 
emergency."  

Here we see that the people, who deposited 
the gold, now wanted their gold back to make 
ends meet, and this caused an emergency in 
banking?  WHY?

The New York Federal Reserve 
Board goes on to say:

• "Whereas it is provided in Section (5)(b) of the 
Act of October 6, 1917 as amended, the 
President may investigate, regulate, prohibit, 
under such rule and regulations as he may 
prescribe, by means of license or otherwise, 
any transactions in foreign exchange, export or 
earmarking of gold or silver coin or bullion, or 
currency, * * * ” – These asterisks are important 
and we’ll come back to them.

Neither Necessary nor Prudent
• The Act of October 6, 1917 is the Trading with 

the Enemy Act.  Therefore, the Federal 
Reserve Board is suggesting to the President 
that he apply the language of an Act of War 
against the American people.  However, 
President Hoover declined to implement the 
recommendation, saying it was neither 
necessary nor prudent.

Is Congress Responsible?
• If the Federal Reserve Member Banks were 

being honorable with the peoples’ gold 
deposits, why has a banking emergency now 
been created?  Could it be because the owners 
of the privately owned Federal Reserve Bank 
had stolen the bulk of the peoples gold and now 
had insufficient gold supplies to meet the 
demands of depositors?  If so, then would not 
Congress, who created the Federal Reserve 
Bank system, not also be responsible?
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Did Congress Create a Thief?
• If Congress had created a thief and not 

exercised appropriate oversight, would they not 
potentially need protection from the people, 
should the people actually figure out they had 
been “hood-winked” (defrauded out of their 
gold)?  Well, Congress might need protection, 
and so might the thieving Bankers as well.  Not 
to worry, enter President Franklin D. Roosevelt, 
a relative of former President Theodore 
Roosevelt.

Roosevelt’s Inaugural Speech

• "I am prepared under my Constitutional 
duty to recommend the measures that a 
stricken nation in the midst of a stricken 
world may require.  These measures, or 
such other measures as congress may 
build out of its experience and wisdom, I 
shall seek, within my Constitutional 
Authority, to bring to speedy adoption. >>>

National Emergency

• “But in the event that Congress shall fail to 
take one of these two courses, and in the 
event that the national emergency is still 
critical, I shall not evade the clear course 
of duty that will then confront me.  I shall 
ask Congress for the one remaining 
instrument to meet the crises - >>>

It’s Time for War & Emergency 
Powers Rule

• “broad executive power to wage a war 
against the Emergency.  As great as the 
power that would be given to me if we were 
in fact invaded by a foreign foe.” – President 
Franklin Roosevelt, Inaugural Speech
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How Things Work

• This is how things work.  The Banking Elite 
create the EMERGENCY through the 
manipulation of the financial markets and 
crash the economy.  Then require Leadership 
to step up to the plate to pass measures and 
Acts to protect the Banking Elite and their 
investments.  The Banking Elite are always 
protecting their fortunes, that is why they 
finance both sides of a WAR.

Lawful Civil Authority vs.
War & Emergency Powers

• With the passage of the Emergency 
Banking Relief Act of March 9, 1933, 
Leadership is setting aside lawful civil 
authority in order to rule the United States 
under War & Emergency Powers authority, 
now, in 2016, for 83-years.  This type of 
ruling power gives Leadership the 
authority to ignore the Constitution!

Leadership At Risk
• Whenever Leadership is at risk of having its 

criminal behavior exposed, it’s time for a crisis, 
perhaps a war, or perhaps it’s time to be 
attacked.  On September 10, 2001, Secretary of 
Defense Donald Rumsfeld announced that 2.3-
trillion-dollars was unaccounted for at the 
Pentagon and the next day, the United States 
was allegedly attacked by terrorists who never 
took credit for the attack.  Isn’t that convenient?  
A little too much so perhaps!

Trading with the Enemy Act

• Five-days into the Roosevelt administration, the 
Emergency Banking Relief Act is passed on 
March 9, 1933.  This act contains the language 
of the Trading with the Enemy Act of October 6, 
1917.  In 1917 the U.S. was dealing with World 
War I, and it was recognized that there were 
enemies of this country doing business within 
our borders, thus the Trading with the Enemy 
Act was passed.
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Force and Effect of Language

• The language of this Act gave 
Government Leadership total authoritarian 
control over the commercial activities of an 
identified Enemy of the United States or 
an ally of an identified Enemy of the 
United States.

Thank You Mainstream Misleadia
• Prescott Bush, was a director and shareholder 

of companies that profited from involvement 
with the financial backers of Nazi Germany. His 
business dealings continued until his 
company's assets were seized in 1942 under 
the Trading with the Enemy Act.  Prescott Bush 
was the father of former President George H. 
W. Bush, and Grandfather of former President 
George W. Bush.  Thank you mainstream 
misleadia for keeping us Americans informed.

Exclusion #1

• However, the Trading with the Enemy Act 
of October 6, 1917, contained some 
exclusionary language.  One piece of 
exclusionary language reads: “... transfers 
of credit in any form (other than credits 
relating solely to transactions to be 
executed wholly within the United States)” 
– Trading with the Enemy Act, Section 5(b).

Domestic Purchases Not Subject

• This language recognizes that our 
domestic transactions, those purchases, 
made wholly within the United States, are 
not enemy transactions and not subject to 
the Trading with the Enemy Act.  
Commercial transactions like buying a 
dress or a lawnmower or a car. 
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Exclusion #2
• Another piece of exclusionary language 

reads: “... other than citizens of the United 
States” – Trading with the Enemy Act, 
Section 2(c).  

This language recognizes that a citizen of 
the United States is NOT an enemy of the 
United States and thus, not subject to the 
language of the Trading with the Enemy 
Act.

Exclusionary Language 
Amended

• But when the language of the Trading with 
the Enemy Act was brought forth and put 
into the Banking Relief Act, the 
exclusionary language was amended and 
became: “... by any person living within the 
United States or subject to the jurisdiction 
thereof.”  – Banking Relief Act, Title I, 
Section 2(b)

Enemy of the United States
• The effect of this amended language is to apply 

the language of the Trading with the Enemy Act 
against the people of the United States.  This, 
because it is the language of an ACT OF WAR 
and has the effect of identifying the people of 
the United States as an ENEMY OF THE 
UNITED STATES.  Thus, the domestic 
transactions of the 14th Amendment citizen now 
became subject to the language of the Trading 
with the Enemy Act.

Jurisdiction
• Before we can discuss the 14th-

Amendment citizenship issue, we must 
comprehend that Washington, D.C. is a 
jurisdiction separate from the Union, it is 
not inclusive (inside the republic), it is 
exclusive (outside the republic). It is 
brought into existence by the Constitutional 
language of Article I, Section 8, clause 18, 
shown on the next slide: 

“Congress shall have the power…” >>>
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Constitutional Language
• “To exercise exclusive legislation in all cases 

whatsoever, over such district (not exceeding 
ten miles square) as may, by cession of 
particular States, and the acceptance of 
Congress, become the seat of the Government 
of the United States, and to exercise like 
authority over all places purchased by the 
consent of the legislature of the State in which 
the same shall be, for the erection of forts, 
magazines, arsenals, dockyards, and other 
needful Buildings.” – U.S. Constitution 

Exclusive Legislative Authority

• From the previous slide we see this legislative 
authority was granted to Congress over the 
jurisdiction of Washington, D.C.  This means 
that Congress can pass any unconstitutional 
law it wishes for this jurisdiction.  And the same 
authority would apply to anything owned by the 
District of Columbia.  Therefore, the District of 
Columbia is not included or part of the republic 
of these united States of America!

14th Amendment
• We’ve already established that the never 

ratified 14th-Amendment created a new class 
of citizenship in 1868 for the freed slave 
when he was made a citizen of the United 
States, which is a citizen of Washington, 
District of Columbia.  White people of this 
period held only State Citizen status and 
were not subject to the obligations of United 
States citizen status.  

Looking Deeper

• Looking deeper into citizenship, one might 
notice that the term “Citizen” is spelled 
with a capital “C” in the organic 
Constitution, but in the 14th Amendment, it 
is spelled with a lowercase “c”.  That is 
because “Citizen” does not equal “citizen”.  
They are not one and the same class of 
citizenship: Citizen ≠ citizen.
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U. S. citizen

• A 14th-Amendment citizen is a United States, 
Inc. citizen, i.e., a citizen of the District of 
Columbia, the corporate United States.  Since 
this status was acquired voluntarily, never 
mind it was acquired through fraud and 
deception, Government Leadership is going to 
take the position that you knowingly and 
voluntarily subjected yourself to their 
corporation rules they like to call law.

Full Disclosure Absent
• It is to be noted that at the moment of birth, we 

are not a United States citizen.  That status 
comes with acquisition of a Social Security 
account or perhaps, a registered birth 
certification.  The fraud in these contracts is that 
they lack full disclosure, and we are not 
informed that we will be subjecting ourselves to 
the corporation rules of a foreign jurisdiction –
the British owned District of Columbia.

Six Elements of Valid Contract

• There are six elements to a valid contract 
or the contract is void ab-initio (from the 
beginning).  They are: 1) Offer by a person 
qualified to make the contract.  2) Accep-
tance by party qualified to make and 
accept the contract. 3) Bargain or 
agreement and full disclosure and 
complete understanding by both parties.
[>>>]

Six Elements Continued

4) Consideration given.  5) Must have the 
element of time to make the contract lawful.  
6) Both parties must be sui juris; that is, of 
lawful age, usually 21 years old. – Law of 
Contracts by John Calamari and Joseph 
Perillo.  Lacking full disclosure, and in many 
cases, not being of lawful age will make 
virtually every contract with Government 
void due to fraud.
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Un-Imaginable

• Even if there was full disclosure, it still 
doesn’t fly.  Can you imagine being 
allowed to review the three-inch thick 
Vehicle Code manual, and remember all 
that there is in that code?  We would have 
to have a full time attorney, specializing in 
the Vehicle Code, with us in the car at all 
times to avoid the occasional “offense”.

Part 3 Conclusion

• This Concludes Part 3.  Feel free to take 
time to think about what has been 
covered.  Afterward, the reader may begin 
reading Part 4 when ready.
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Government 102
An Advanced Examination of 
United States Government

Part 4

by michael-herbert: keehn
mhkeehn@gmail.com

Educational Series

• This series of Educational Presentations
probably needs to be viewed in order so 
that previous concepts, explained at the 
time of introduction, may be referenced in 
future presentations without further 
explanation.  The full series is identified in 
Parts with a numeric identifier.

Disclaimer

• Because almost everyone in the United 
States has been converted into a “legal 
fiction”, who cannot receive legal advice from 
anyone other than an attorney,  nothing in 
this document is to be considered legal 
advice.  However, everything is true and 
correct to the best of my knowledge and there 
is no effort to deceive.

Introduction
• In short, this presentation examines the 

criminal behavior of Government Leadership 
in the United States.  Without previous 
exposure it is an undertaking that may knock 
the beginner off balance.  It is an undertaking 
for those who care about their loved ones, 
their fellow man and their country.  It will be 
difficult, because, as Michael Rivero puts it… 
>>>
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Michael Rivero

• "Most people prefer to believe that their 
leaders are just and fair, even in the face 
of evidence to the contrary, because once 
a citizen acknowledges that the 
government under which he lives is lying 
and corrupt, the citizen has to choose 
what he or she will do about it.  >>>

>>>  Michael Rivero

• “To take action in the face of corrupt 
government entails risks of harm to life and 
loved ones. To choose to do nothing is to 
surrender one's self-image of standing for 
principles. Most people do not have the 
courage to face that choice. Hence, most 
propaganda is not designed to fool the critical 
thinker but only to give moral cowards an 
excuse not to think at all."

Moving On

• In previous presentations of this series, 
the concept of 14th-Amendment citizen 
(United States citizen) has been 
introduced, noting that this citizen status 
was created in 1868.  And this status of 
citizen is not equivalent to or equal to 
Citizen as this term is used in the organic 
Constitution.  And with this knowledge 
behind us, we move on.

Doing Business As
• A State Citizen (original Citizen of the republic) 

is subject to the law of the republic, the 
common law.  Whereas the United States 
citizen is subject to both the common law as 
well as the law of the District of Columbia 
where Congress can pass any unconstitutional 
law it wishes.  But there is a catch, Congress is 
now the Board of Directors of a British owned 
corporation doing business as the United 
States, Inc., and can only pass corporation 
rules.
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Congressional Limitations

• This, mixed with the fact that Congress is 
still sitting under Lincoln’s Martial Law 
which prevents Congress from being 
seated as a Constitutionally Empowered 
Legislative Body.  Therefore, they are not 
empowered to pass law for the republic of 
these united States of America, nor to pass 
laws to which the living men and women of 
the republic are obligated to obey.

Legislative Act Identifier

• When Congress passes a legislative Act, it 
has an identifier.  It may be HR1234 for 
the House, and SR5678 for the Senate.  
The “R” in the identifier stands for 
“Resolution”, and this is corporate law, 
more accurately, a corporation rule.  If it 
was law for the republic of these united 
States of America, there would be no “R” 
in the identifier.

Social Security
• It was in the 1930’s that Social Security came 

into existence.  When one joined social 
security it was necessary to declare our 
status.  Being uneducated and uninformed, 
Americans declared themselves to be United 
States citizens, meaning, Washington, District 
of Columbia citizens, and subject to the 
unconstitutional corporation laws (actually 
corporation rules) of the District.

The Buck Act
• In 1940 the Buck Act was passed, paving the 

way for States to become incorporate under the 
laws (rules) of the United States, Inc. (the 
District).  From that we get the STATE OF 
MAINE, STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 
STATE OF VIRGINIA, STATE OF 
YOUNAMEIT, corporate State franchises, all 
deriving their existence in the laws of the United 
States, Inc., and subject to its un-constitutional 
regulatory dictates, also becoming responsible 
for the U.S. Debt.
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County of Younameit

• After the States incorporated, it became 
possible for the Counties to incorporate 
under the corporate State of Younameit.  
Thus we get the COUNTY OF ORANGE, 
COUNTY OF BUTTE, COUNTY OF NEW 
YORK, COUNTY OF YOUNAMEIT, all 
corporations, also responsible for the U.S. 
Debt.

City of Younameit

• And on the heels of that, the cities began 
to incorporate.  Thus we have the CITY 
OF LOS ANGELES, CITY OF DETROIT, 
CITY OF YUBA CITY, CITY OF RENO, 
CITY OF LAS VEGAS, CITY OF 
YOUNAMEIT , also responsible for the 
U.S. Debt.  Is it time to consider un-
incorporation?

Applicable Through Contract
• And, of course, these corporations, from the 

United States, Inc., to the State of Younameit, 
to the County of Younameit, to the City of 
Younameit,  can all make corporation rules 
that they like to call law.  This is a deception, 
i.e., a fraud!  They are not law, they are 
corporation rules, applicable only through 
contract, and enforced in corporation courts 
administering the bankruptcy, not courts of the 
republic – our birthright.  

Subject to Unconstitutional Rules

• It is Leadership’s position that citizens, of 
the un-ratified 14th Amendment, have 
contracted with the United States, Inc., or 
one of its corporate franchises, thus, is 
subject to all the unconstitutional 
corporation rules from the Federal to the 
State of Younameit, to the County of 
Younameit, to the City of Younameit.
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Thieves on High

• Once the people were identified as an 
enemy of the United States in the 
Emergency Banking Relief Act of March 9, 
1933, Leadership could then use 
extraordinary measures to protect the 
Banking Criminals as well as themselves 
against the wrath of the American people 
whose wealth they had stolen.  

Bankers Currently Running
the Show

• As matters have now stood for a very long 
time, the Banking Elite are running the show 
in western countries, evidently to the approval 
of the Catholic Church since the Pope is not 
intervening to end the criminality of the 
English and United States Leadership.  It’s 
not like the criminality is still a secret, it’s right 
out in the open for everyone to see, and most 
people who are awake, do see it.

Diving Back Into History
• But we need to return to the Banking 

Relief Act of March 9, 1933, and see what 
else occurred that affects our lives.  
Therefore, we are going to dive back into 
history a little, I suspect you will find it 
interesting because it still affects our lives 
and standard of living.  One of our most 
important standards, the separation of 
powers, is about to be destroyed.

Separation of Powers

• An act of vesting the legislative, executive, 
and judicial powers of government in 
separate bodies.  This was done to keep 
Leadership on the “Up and Up”, or honest.  
And our Constitution makes specific 
provision for the separation of powers 
exactly and explained above.
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Separation of Powers Destroyed
• “Section 1.  The actions, regulations, rules, 

licenses, orders and proclamations heretofore 
or hereafter taken, promulgated, made, or 
issued by the President of the United States or 
the Secretary of the Treasury since March 4, 
1933 pursuant to the authority conferred by 
subdivision (b) of section 5 of the Act of 
October 6, 1917, as amended, are hereby 
approved and confirmed.” - Banking Relief Act 
of March 9, 1933

Dictator Created
• The date is March 9, 1933, and Congress, the 

Board of Directors of the British owned 
corporation we know as the United States, Inc., 
has just given approval to any executive order 
or proclamation of any President of the United 
States, issued in future years, without any 
oversight or debate!  The President has just 
been made a dictator of the corporate United 
States!  And there are people foolish enough to 
believe Congress represents them.  

But…
• But… Congress is allowed to make the 

President a dictator, after all, it is their 
corporation, not yours.  YOU, on the other 
hand, get to decide if you want to join their 
corporation by getting a registered birth 
certification (government issued birth 
certificate), and/or join Social Security, 
both of which make you part of the 
corporation and its rules! Then there is the 
Money.

How the Currency is Issued
• "Upon the deposit with the Treasurer of the 

United States; (a) any direct obligation of the 
United States; (b) any notes, drafts, bills of 
exchange or bankers acceptances acquired 
under the provisions of this act, that any 
Federal Reserve Bank making such deposits in 
the manner prescribed by the Secretary of the 
Treasury, shall be entitled to receive from the 
Comptroller of the Currency, circulating notes in 
blank, duly registered and countersigned." –
Emergency Banking Act of March 9 1933
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Public and Private Debt

• The issuance of currency (Federal 
Reserve Notes) is contingent upon the 
deposit of: a) any direct obligation of the 
United States (PUBLIC DEBT), or, b) 
notes, drafts, bills of exchange or bankers 
acceptances (PRIVATE DEBT).  The 
Federal Reserve Note is DEBT 
CURRENCY.  Can you pay a DEBT with a 
DEBT?

You Cannot Own Anything!

• No, you cannot pay a debt with a debt, 
and House Joint Resolution (“R”) 192 
(HJR 192) provides that you cannot pay a 
debt, you can only discharge a debt, and 
discharging a debt is not the same as 
paying a debt.  And if you cannot pay a 
debt, then you cannot own anything! Do 
you think I am misleading you?

Well, Am I Misleading You?
• "Under the new law the money is issued to the 

banks in return for Government obligations, bills 
of exchange, drafts, notes, trade acceptances, 
and banker's acceptances.  The money will be 
worth 100 cents on the dollar, because it is 
backed by the credit of the Nation. It will 
represent a mortgage on all the homes and 
other  property of all the people in the Nation." -
Congressional record, March 9, 1933, House, 
Congressman Patman, 73rd Congress, Special 
Session, Volume 77, part 1, page 83.

Look it Up!
• Look it up if you like.  Is your car your property?  

NO IT’S NOT!  You might be able to claim 
ownership of a hamburger if you can eat it fast 
enough.  It’s because you don’t own anything 
that Government Leadership feels so 
empowered to take away your property at their 
will.  And the people of the United States, 
having never been informed by the mainstream 
misleadia, have never contested, until just 
recently with Anna von Reitz!
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Here’s Another to Look Up!

• "The ultimate ownership of all property is 
in the state, individual so-called ownership 
is only by virtue of Government, i.e. law, 
amounting to mere user.  And use must be 
in accordance with law and subordinate to 
the necessities of the State." – Senate 
Document 43, under Contracts Payable in 
Gold.

Anti-Criminal-Government
• Go to the webpage of Anna von Reitz and read 

what she has to say, it may well knock your 
socks off.  In the end, you may wish to get 
behind her and support her efforts to restore 
Constitutional Government and your property.  
Just because one disagrees with Government 
Leadership doesn’t mean they are anti-
government, it may only mean they are anti-
criminal-government.

Restoring Lawful Civil Authority

• Wanting to see the abandonment of War & 
Emergency Powers Authority and restoration 
of LAWFUL CIVIL AUTHORITY is not at all 
anti-government, and that case cannot be 
made.  Patriots and concerned Americans 
should, IMO, make clear that their only goal is 
the restoration of LAWFUL CIVIL AUTHORITY 
and restoration of the republican form of 
Government mandated by the Constitution. 
IMO = in my opinion

Is This Our Goal?

• The mainstream misleadia (MSM) will try to 
paint people who disagree with Leadership as 
Anti-Government.  However, if the goal is 
restoration of Lawful Civil Authority and 
restoration of the Republican Form of 
Government, as mandated by the Constitution, 
is made clear, it should go some distance in de-
fusing criminal elements within Government 
and forcing the MSM to get it right.
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Publically Traded for Profit

• Returning to our historical trek, what other 
changes might we find that were brought about 
by the Banking Relief Act of March 9, 1933?  
One of the most significant changes is that the 
whole of Government became  publically traded 
for profit.  Evidence may be found by opening:
http://mhkeehn.tripod.com/150828ptfpsampling.pdf
or go to Dun & Bradstreet on-line and perform 
an appropriate search.

Fleecing the People

• Why has this occurred?  It is because 
government was declared bankrupt in the 
1930’s by President Roosevelt.  In order to 
keep operating in bankruptcy, corporate 
Government Leadership had to change its 
operating practices and come up with 
more ways to fleece the people out of 
more of their productivity – their money. 

Every Office, Agency, Dept.

• With appropriate searches at the online 
service provided by Dun and Bradstreet 
(D & B), one will find the whole of 
Government is publically traded for profit.  
That is every Office, Agency, Bureau and 
Department of Government is publically 
traded.  It’s not our government, 
somebody else owns it.

Do Not Be Fooled

• Sometimes you will find a Sheriffs Office 
listed, and sometimes not.  The same for a 
Police Department or other Government 
Office.  Don’t be misled, the Sheriffs Office 
is part of the County and that will be listed, 
and a Police Department is part of the City 
of Younameit, and that will be listed.
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Irreconcilable Conflict of Interest

• And this creates an irreconcilable conflict 
of interest.  Take the local Superior Court 
for example.  It has a fiduciary obligation 
to the administration of justice, but it has 
an obligation to an investor that trumps the 
fiduciary obligation.  For the court, there is 
money to be made in convictions, which, 
as I understand it, are packaged and sold 
on a Securities and Exchange.

Operating in Bankruptcy

• It’s this way for every Office, Agency, 
Bureau and Department of Government.  
They all have their corporate rules that 
allow them to fleece the people in one 
manner or another.  They all have a 
fiduciary obligation that is trumped by an 
obligation to an investor.  And taking more 
of our hard earned money is how they 
continue to operate in bankruptcy.

Sample D & B Listing

SUPREME COURT,
UNITED STATES, OF THE
also traded as
SUPREME COURT

This is an actual listing 
from one of my Dun and 
Bradstreet searches.

• 1 1ST NE, 
WASHINGTON D.C.

Betrayal & Treason

• Being obligated to an investor prevents the 
whole of Government from being UN-
BIASED.  Every decision they make must 
include thoughts of the investor, and what 
decision is necessary to protect the 
interests of the investor.  In my view, to 
sell the Government of the United States 
is a betrayal of the people and a 
TREASON of the highest magnitude.
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Trust Management Co.

• The Constitution assigned certain 
responsibilities to the Federal Government 
to implement, oversee and manage in the 
best interest of the people of the United 
States.  Thus, the Federal Government, in 
its original charter or Constitutional 
creation, may be viewed as a Trust 
Management Company.  

Forced Bankruptcy
• In 1863, Lincoln was forced to bankrupt the 

original Trust Management Company doing 
business as The United States. This was 
followed by years of bankruptcy reorganization, 
historically known as “reconstruction”.  The 
upshot of this was a new Trust Management 
Organization which was to be known as the 
United States of America, Inc. Undoubtedly 
these names are chosen to confuse and 
mislead the people of the United States.

United States of America, Inc.
• The new Trust Management entity was 

incorporated by the Catholic Church, doing 
business as the United States of America, Inc.
This is not to be confused with the United 
States, Inc., the British owned corporation of 
1871. The afore mentioned TRUST operated 
under the support and oversight of the Catholic 
Church from the end of Reconstruction (~1877) 
to 1914 when this TRUST was purchased by a 
consortium of privately owned banks, doing 
business as the Federal Reserve.

Devaluing the Dollar

• When the Bankers took control of the 
United States of America, Inc. trust, they 
began devaluation of the dollar.  As a 
result, the dollar lost purchasing power 
through devaluation.  To illustrate:
In 1962, when I was 15-years of age, I 
was living with my Great Aunt and Uncle 
at 2451 East Pennington Road in Live 
Oak, California.
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Dollar Devaluation Example

• They had a new three bedroom Cardinal 
Home built on their lot for $13,000.  Gold 
was selling for $35.35 an ounce.  
Therefore, if we divide 13,000 by 35.35 we 
see that the home was purchased for 
367.75 ounces of gold.  Now let’s fast 
forward to the year 2015, and we find that 
Gold has peaked out at around $1,300 
per ounce. 

Example #1 Continued

• Now, if we multiply the price of one ounce 
of gold ($1300) by 367.75 ounces we get 
$478,075.00 – nearly a half million dollars, 
which would more than buy the modest 
three bedroom home my Aunt and Uncle 
built.  Actually, it would probably buy two 
of them at today’s prices.

A Second Example

• Looking at the devaluation in another way, 
we could divide 35.35, the price of an 
ounce of gold in 1962, by 1300, the 
approximate peak price of an ounce of 
gold in 2015, and we get $0.02719 –
Therefore, today’s dollar has 2.719 cents 
the purchasing power it did in 1962.  Now, 
let’s give that calculation some meaning.

Example # 2 Continued

• This means that if you had a job in 1962 
that paid $2.25 an hour, like Grocery Store 
clerk, and the wage of that job had kept 
pace with the devaluation of the dollar, we 
can calculate the today’s wage by dividing 
2.25 by .02719:

2.25 / 0.02719 = 82.74
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Stealing From Unsuspecting 
Americans

• Therefore, in 2015, the year of our 
calculation, you would be making $82.74 
an hour and you would have the same 
purchasing power you did in 1962. And 
this is how your productivity is stolen by 
Leadership and those who control policy!  

$14 to $16 an hour instead of 
$116.22

• And if we had used the peak price of gold on 9-
1-2011, $1826.00 an ounce, your wage would 
have been $116.22 an hour.  Instead, you’ve 
been given a currency that is issued upon the 
deposit of debt.  As such, you work harder, or 
longer, or both, and are not able to own 
anything as revealed in an earlier presentation.  
The American people have been converted into 
economic slaves!  Perhaps we need to know 
how money is defined.

A Pattern of Behavior

• But stealing from Americans?  Isn’t that 
what we’ve done from the start.  Didn’t we 
steal the property of the Native Americans 
and then murder them off by the hundreds, 
then thousands?  And after stealing their 
property, did we not sell the stolen 
property to an unsuspecting buyer?  Kind 
of sets a pattern of behavior, doesn’t it?

Money – Defined

• "Money.  In the usual and ordinary 
acceptation it means coins and paper 
currency used as circulating medium of 
exchange, and does not embrace notes, 
bonds, evidence of debt, or other personal 
or real estate." - Blacks Law Dictionary, 
Sixth Edition1.
– 1 Note: This definition cannot be found in 

Black’s Seventh or Eighth edition dictionary.
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Seeing A Little More Clearly

• And there you have it, MONEY cannot be 
a note, as in FEDERAL RESERVE NOTE!  
Federal Reserve Notes are Debt 
Currency, not money!  Yes, we use them 
as a medium of exchange, and each year, 
because Leadership devalues their 
purchasing power, it takes more of them to 
buy the same product.

Economic Slaves

• Each year, Visible Leadership borrows, 
from the Invisible Leadership – Banking 
Elite (Federal Reserve Bank), the money 
needed to run the Government for another 
year, and this includes the money needed 
to pay the interest on the existing debt. 
Thus, the American people, who are 
responsible for the payment of the debt, 
have been converted into economic 
slaves!

You, and Me
• And the trick here is: Visible Leadership 

authorizes the issuance of Bonds (public 
debt), and that triggers the authorization to 
issue currency in that amount, so currency 
is printed (ink on paper) and given to the 
U.S. Government.  And nobody has 
loaned any money, it was created out of 
thin air.  It’s all a scam to economically 
enslave you, and me, to pay the debt.

Shenanigans on High
• As the United States of America, Inc. [the 

National Trust] was being prepared for 
bankruptcy by President Franklin Roosevelt, 
agents throughout Congress and the individual 
states of the Union rushed through a process of 
“registering franchises”.  The franchises were 
the STATE OF YOUNAMEIT.  Also created 
were foreign situs trusts, named after every 
living American.  See 
http://mhkeehn.tripod.com/Shinola101.pdf
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Surety Status

• At the March 6, 1933, Conference of 
Governors meeting, the Governors —
merely corporate officers of franchises of 
the bankrupt United States of America, 
Inc.  — pledged the “good faith and credit” 
of “their States and the citizenry thereof” to 
stand as sureties for the debts of the 
United States of America, Inc. during its 
bankruptcy reorganization.

Don’t Inform the Economic Slaves
• Surety. A person who takes responsibility for 

another person’s debt. Imagine that Burger 
King International went bankrupt and it called all 
the local franchise owners together.  In a 
meeting the franchise owners all agreed to 
name their customers as sureties for the debts 
of Burger King International.  Well, that’s what 
took place in 1933, and the mainstream 
misleadia never informed the American people 
of this debt obligation that Leadership had 
unlawfully (fraudulently) created for them.

End of Part 4

• Wouldn’t it be nice if the Mainstream 
Misleadia began doing its job?  Maybe if 
they did, more of us could see the fraud & 
Conspiracy.

And this is where we’ll leave off in Part 4 
of this presentation series.  The reader 
may pick up with Part 5, and learn More.
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Government 102
An Advanced Examination of 
United States Government

Part 5

by michael-herbert: keehn
mhkeehn@gmail.com

Educational Series

• This series of Educational Presentations
probably needs to be viewed in order so 
that previous concepts, explained at the 
time of introduction, may be referenced in 
future presentations without further 
explanation.  The full series is identified in 
Parts with a numeric identifier.

Disclaimer

• Because almost everyone in the United 
States has been converted into a “legal 
fiction”, who cannot receive legal advice from 
anyone other than an attorney,  nothing in 
this document is to be considered legal 
advice.  However, everything is true and 
correct to the best of my knowledge and there 
is no effort to deceive.

Introduction
• In short, this presentation examines the 

criminal behavior of Government Leadership 
in the United States.  Without previous 
exposure it is an undertaking that may knock 
the beginner off balance.  It is an undertaking 
for those who care about their loved ones, 
their fellow man and their country.  It will be 
difficult, because, as Michael Rivero puts it… 
>>>
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Michael Rivero

• "Most people prefer to believe that their 
leaders are just and fair, even in the face 
of evidence to the contrary, because once 
a citizen acknowledges that the 
government under which he lives is lying 
and corrupt, the citizen has to choose 
what he or she will do about it.  >>>

>>>  Michael Rivero

• “To take action in the face of corrupt 
government entails risks of harm to life and 
loved ones. To choose to do nothing is to 
surrender one's self-image of standing for 
principles. Most people do not have the 
courage to face that choice. Hence, most 
propaganda is not designed to fool the critical 
thinker but only to give moral cowards an 
excuse not to think at all."

Reviewing What We’ve Learned

• Three “City States” control the western 
world: City of London, center of financial 
control and not to be confused with 
London; Washington, District of Columbia, 
the military (force & violence) arm of 
control; and the Vatican, religious control 
and claimed to be the trustee of the Global 
Estate Trust, presumably under their own 
law, certainly not God’s law.

Review Slide 2
• The United States failed to repay the loan 

acquired during the Civil War, resulting in 
England taking title to the collateral, all the 
property owned by the Federal Gov., including 
Washington, D.C.  Followed by incorporation of 
Washington, thus creating the United States, 
corporate.  Since Britain owned Washington, 
D.C., the United States, corporate, is a British 
owned corporation.
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Review Slide 3
• While there are three United States defined in 

law, the birth of the corporate United States 
changed the status of Congress and the 
President.  Congress became the Board of 
Directors of the corporate United States, while 
the President became the Chief Executive 
Officer (CEO) of this British owned corporation, 
where England and this corporation are both 
controlled by the Banking Elite!

Review Slide 4

• This meant that Congress could no longer 
pass law for the republic of these united 
States of America, they could only pass 
corporation rules, that they like to call law, 
but is not law.  Thus, the appearance of 
the “R” in the identifier, standing for 
“Resolution” (corporate rule).  Identifiers 
for law of the republic have no “R”.

Review Slide 5
• And in 1909, Leadership again failed to 

pay the debt, and received a requested 
20-year time extension, with stipulations.  
One stipulation was the creation of a 
National Bank, thus, in 1913, was born the 
privately owned Federal Reserve Bank.  In 
1929, the debt was due and payable, and 
Leadership failed to pay once again.  
Enter the Federal Reserve engineered 
depression of the 1930’s.

Review Slide 6
• In 1933 the Emergency Banking Relief Act was 

passed.  This act destroyed the separation of 
powers, authorized the new currency (Federal 
Reserve Notes) which was issued upon the 
deposit of debt, making it a debt currency, not 
money.  U.S. flag began flying above State flag 
as evidence of occupation under war and 
emergency powers.  And the whole of 
government, every Office, Agency, Bureau and 
Department became publically traded for profit.
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Review Slide 7
• The Banking Relief Act also identified the 

people of the United States as an Enemy of the 
United States by virtue of applying the language 
of an Act of War against the American people.  
The United States, Inc. was declared bankrupt 
by President Franklin Roosevelt.  Roosevelt 
then went on to illegally take the deposited gold 
of the people of the United States, full blown, in 
your face, criminal behavior!!!

Commercial Activities

• Since the Trading with the Enemy Act, the act 
of which the language was applied against the 
people of the U.S., gave Government total 
authoritarian control over the commercial 
activities of an identified enemy, it followed that 
once the people became an identified enemy, 
the Government had total authoritarian control 
over their commercial activities, and significant 
freedom was lost.  

Permission to Survive!

• Thus, it only became necessary for 
Leadership to convert all of our normal 
and regular activities into a commercial 
activity in order to regulate the people of 
the United States in everything they do.  It 
became illegal for the people to engage in 
any type of commercial activity to feed 
themselves and their families without 
Leadership permission.

Their Vote Has Been Decided
• The Bankers are smart.  By staying in the 

background and out of sight, by controlling the 
mainstream misleadia, and by controlling 
Leadership, which we elect, we are left with the 
impression that Leadership represents us when 
that could not be further from the truth.  
Congressmen have told us they don’t read the 
bills on which they vote!  Why should they, their 
vote has already been decided by the Banking 
Elite.
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Applied Through Contract

• And beside all that, one needs to remember 
that Congress is voting on the rules of a 
British owned corporation doing business 
as the United States.  And because it is a 
corporation, its rules, that they like to call 
law, can only be applied through contract.  
And this is what we will now tackle.

One of the Traps

• Now where did we contract with Government.  
Generally, it begins with Social Security.  We 
believe that it is a legal requirement, but it is 
not!  Participation in Social Security is 
voluntary, otherwise it would be illegal.  To 
apply, we must declare our status.  Today, 
citizenship is item #5 on the application, and the 
first choice listed is “U.S. Citizen”, and this is 
the one we check before signing.

Ignorance of the Law is
No Excuse

• When we checked the box indicating we are a 
U.S. Citizen, we have declared our-self to be a 
citizen of Washington, District of Columbia, and 
subject to the rules of the British owned 
corporation doing business as the United 
States, Inc.  This is why they tell us, “ignorance 
of the law is no excuse.”  Well, they know we 
are ignorant because they control our 
education!  

Making a Legal Declaration

• In this application we are publically declaring 
that we are incapable of being responsible for 
our-self and are petitioning the District of 
Columbia, the United States, Inc., to be 
responsible for us from cradle to grave.  And 
they accept, but that makes the Government 
the parent, and the parent has rules that we 
must follow, but when we get a rule we don’t 
like, such as gun control, we cry and whine.
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Now What?

• The first tenant of freedom is that we be 
responsible for our-self.  If someone else has 
to be responsible for us, then that individual, in 
this case the United States, Inc., will make the 
rules by which we live.  But we have decided 
we want a parent who will give us Social 
Security.  And so we contract with the British 
owned corporation doing business as the 
United States, Inc. – Now what?

We Have Been Converted

• In a few weeks, we receive our Social 
Security card, with our Social Security 
number printed on it along with our name.  
Some of us may notice that our name is 
spelled in all capital letters.  But then we 
dismiss that with a “so-what.”  Little do we 
know.  If we accept this spelling of our 
name, we have allowed our-selves to be 
converted into a legal fiction.

A Legal Fiction

• A legal fiction is a simple concept.  In 
essence a legal fiction is something 
created in the mind of man.  For example, 
“time.”  Without man’s mind, “time” doesn’t 
exist.  A corporation is another example.  
In court, a corporation, which exists only 
on paper, is a person.  But a corporation is 
a DEAD PERSON.  Without man’s mind, a 
corporation doesn’t exist.

Not a Fiction

• Conversely, a “tree” exists without the 
mind of man, therefore, a “tree” is not a 
legal fiction.  Other examples might 
include animals of all kinds, clouds, 
storms, mountains, caves, rocks, oceans, 
lakes, seas, beaches, plant life, air, and 
many more.  Hopefully, this provides a 
distinction between a fiction and a non-
fiction.
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Trust & Transmitting Utility

• So, what kind of legal fiction have we been 
converted into?  Actually, a Trust and 
Transmitting Utility in Puerto Rico, which is 
the property of the United States, along 
with Guam, Wake, Virgin Islands, and 
other similar “insular states.”  For more 
information on this conversion, see:
http://mhkeehn.tripod.com/Shinola101.pdf

“Person” is a Corporation

• In the 1860’s, Congress changed the 
meaning of the word “person” to mean 
“corporation.”  Therefore, a vast number of 
their corporation rules that they like to call 
law, refer to person, as in:  “any person”.  
A corporation is a “dead person”.  Thus, 
the reason corporations must have an 
attorney speak on their behalf.  

An Insight Into Dead People

• A “Trust and Transmitting Utility” is also a 
“Legal Fiction”, just like a corporation.  And  
just like the corporation, the Trust & 
Transmitting Utility is a dead person.  And 
dead people DO NOT have access to the 
protections of the Constitution and Bill of 
Rights to protect them from Government.

Ignorance  is No Excuse

• Therefore, when Leadership says that 
ignorance of the law is no excuse, what they 
are really saying is: Ignorance of our criminal 
actions is no excuse!  Never mind that the 
FRAUD was accomplished via deception.  And 
now you comprehend why this knowledge is 
kept from the Police, the Sheriff and his 
Deputies, FBI Agents, and any code enforcer, 
some of them might have a conscious.    
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Do Police Know?
• Do police know that “person” refers to a 

corporation and not a living man or woman 
of the land?  Probably not, most likely not.  
But, as they tell us, ignorance of the law is 
no excuse.  If they do know, then they 
should also know that this conversion of 
living men and women of the land into a 
Trust & Transmitting Utility (a dead 
person) is criminal fraud at several levels!

Full Disclosure Absent

• It begins with a contract (Social Security) 
in which full disclosure is not made.  No 
one knows that they are changing their 
citizenship status and subjecting 
themselves to a mountain of foreign 
corporation rules that Leadership likes to 
call law.  It’s not law, it’s rules of the British 
owned corporation, doing business as 
(dba) the United States!

No Injured Party
• The term “law” specifically refers to the “law of 

the republic”, the common law.  An “at law” 
action, means at the common law.  Common 
law is an injury based system of law.  It requires 
an injured party to file a complaint.  Corporation 
rules do not require an injured party.  
Corporation rules are contract based, and that 
is why the Leadership is able to put so many 
living people in prison, when there is no injury 
to anyone.

Foreign
• And that’s why Leadership had to convert 

living men and women into a corporation 
(a dead person).  Municipal corporations 
do not have jurisdiction over living men 
and women of the land, they, technically, 
cannot even speak to them, let alone bring 
them into a foreign court.  All courts with a 
gold fringe flag are a court foreign to the 
republic of these united States of America.
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No Public Announcement
• There was no public announcement when 

Congress created “municipal citizenship” in 
1868, that we now know as “US citizenship”. 
Technically, even to this day, this form of 
“citizenship” applies only to those born in the 
District of Columbia, Guam, Puerto Rico, and 
other Insular States, so there was no real 
reason to educate the general public about this 
topic, at least until Leadership decided to make 
slaves of the living men and women of the 
republic. 

Secretively = Conspiracy

• As Congress secretively began using 
the labor and the private property assets 
of these newly created 14th-Amendment 
“citizens” as collateral backing the debts 
of “The United States of America, 
Incorporated” there was good reason to 
hide this from the people.  >>>

The Reason to Hide Facts from 
the People!

• At the end of the Civil War the people may 
well have rebelled if it was found that 
Leadership was simply changing from 
private sector slave ownership to public 
sector slave ownership by economically 
obligating the people of the United States 
to their corporate debts.  Watch out boys, 
the people are beginning to figure it out!

Your All Caps Name
• What Leadership did was to create foreign 

situs trusts in the name of every living 
American who joined Social Security, the 
contractual nexus which, if you recall, is 
voluntary.  You cannot be forced to contract.  
The foreign situs trust is the Trust and 
Transmitting Utility mentioned earlier, that 
was created in your all capitals name.  How 
a name is written is very important in Law as 
you will see in the following 3-slides.
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Naming Conventions S1

• john–quincy: adams = a living American 
endowed with all his natural rights

• John Quincy Adams = a foreign situs trust 
used in commercial shipping

• JOHN QUINCY ADAMS = a foreign estate 
trust

• John Q. Adams = a public transmitting 
utility company

Naming Conventions S2

• John q. Adams = a public foundation
• JOHN Q. Adams = a cooperative
• JOHN QUINCY ADAMS = a boat or ship 

used in public commerce
• JOHN QUINCY Adams = a 

commonwealth trust
• J. QUINCY Adams = a slave owned by 

Exxon Corporation

Naming Conventions S3

• J.Q. Adams = a foreign pauper forbidden 
to own land

• Adams, John Q. = a taxpayer
• ADAMS, JOHN Q. = a soldier
• adams, john q. = a slave

If You Do Your Homework, You 
Will Find that…

• To secure the debt owed by the “United 
States of America, Inc.” the banks 
established maritime salvage liens against 
every parcel of land, every business, every 
man, woman, and child in America, and 
continued to operate their doppelganger 
corporation under Chapter 11 
reorganization.
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If You Do Your Homework, You 
Will Find that… S2

• They also had you declared legally dead 
and probated your estate and issued bonds 
based on the value of your labor and private 
property. Just look at “your” Birth Certificate 
– signed by the County Registrar, an officer 
of the probate court, issued in the ALL 
CAPS NAME of a “dead person” – you, 
numbered as a bond and issued on bond 
paper.

If You Do Your Homework, You 
Will Find that… S3

• At the same time, they converted all your 
private bank accounts to the ownership of 
the ESTATE trust they created “in your 
name” and moved the ESTATE offshore to 
Puerto Rico where you and your assets 
supposedly came under the foreign 
maritime jurisdiction of the United States 
of America (Minor).

With a Little More Effort You 
Will Find…

• That other elements, within the group of 
Leadership criminals, have taken out million 
dollar life insurance policies on every American 
man, woman and child.  They don’t much care if 
they receive their money from you living as an 
economic slave, or die early, allowing them to 
collect the life insurance.  And now you know 
why its no big deal if a Police Officer shoots and 
kills an American.

OH YEAH!

• Oh Yeah, there is no conspiracy, this is all 
just happening by accident… nothing to 
worry about.  I am, of course, poking fun at 
those who shout “Conspiracy THEORY”, 
primarily parroting journalists, who, in turn, 
parrot Leadership.  We need to laugh a 
little every once in a while.
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Bleeding
• If you received a citation (ticket) for a traffic 

offense, and you appear in court, you might ask 
the police officer if he is of the opinion that you 
are a dead person.  He’ll most likely say NO.  
Then ask if he believes you are not a living man 
of the land who bleeds.  If he believes you are 
living, then move for dismissal, the court cannot 
legally interact with a living man of the land.  
And bleeding is proof of life.  Learn to think 
outside the box.

Driving Under the Influence

• I knew a man who appeared in court, 
charged with failure to allow testing for 
driving under the influence.  However, he 
didn’t refuse, he simply required the police 
officer to sign a statement that any 
information garnered or gathered from 
such a test would not be used against him 
in court.  >>>

Securing His Rights

• He was only attempting to secure his Bill 
of Rights Article 5 protection against being 
compelled to become a witness against 
himself.  Once the officer had signed an 
appropriate statement allowing for this 
protection, the test could have proceeded.  
Therefore, he was not refusing a test.  
Think outside the box!

Think Outside the Box
• The Government may presume you are a U.S. 

citizen/salve, but they can not declare it.  Only 
you can declare your status.  When the police 
officer wants to see your drivers license, then:  
“If I had such a document could it be used in 
court against me?”  Officer: “I only need it for 
identification.”  You:  “O-K, then you won’t mind 
signing a statement that any information 
garnered or gathered will not be used against 
me in court.”
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Contract Related

• The Police Officer wants to see your 
license (contract).  The Government is 
bankrupt, and what they are doing is to 
use your financial resources through fines, 
to support their bankruptcy when no one 
has been injured.  Remember, virtually all 
appearances in court are contract related 
– PERIOD!  Only on rare occasions are 
they not contract related.  >>>

Recognize the Criminal Fraud!

• And there is almost never an injured party.  
If the plaintiff is the United States, or the 
State of Younameit, or the County of 
Younameit, or the City of Younameit, none 
of these entities qualify as an injured party.  
They are all a dead person and there is 
nothing that a living person can do to 
cause injury to a dead person.  Recognize 
the criminal fraud taking place!

OSTB Thinking Example

• If you are in the City of Detroit, Michigan, 
then the laws of Michigan should apply to 
the defendant.  Then from that stand-point 
it’s just a matter of asking for the evidence.  
“Where is the evidence that the laws of 
this City of Younameit, or State of 
Younameit, apply to me, the defendant?”  

There is No Evidence!

• The defendant is not making an allegation, he is 
not making an argument, or even an assertion.  
The defendant is asking a question, therefore, 
the court cannot claim the defendant is being 
argumentative, which is a tactic used by Judges 
to shut-down defendants.  It’s all just assertions 
from people that the code or corporation rule
they call “law” applies, and yet, there is no 
evidence!  Think outside the box!
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STANDING
• If there is an injured party, great, let the injured 

party file a complaint.  The Supreme Court has 
been clear numerous times.  In order to have 
standing to bring an action in court, the plaintiff 
must allege the violation of a legal right, 
resulting in injury, fairly traceable to the 
defendant, and likely to be redressed by a 
favorable ruling from the court!  Our justice 
system is one big public relations fraud through 
deception.

The BAR

• When the United States became 
incorporated in 1871, they lost the ability 
to try criminal cases.  To fill the law void, 
England brought in its private copyrighted 
law.  Since it is copyrighted, Attorneys, 
which use the law for profit and gain, must 
be licensed.  Their license is issued by the 
BAR – British Accreditation Regency

Your Use of Private Copyrighted 
Law

• You get to use their private copyrighted 
law without license because you are not 
using it for profit and gain.

Part 5 Conclusion

• And that is where we will leave it for the 
moment.  In the next presentation in this 
series, we will examine where We are at, 
and where Leadership is at.  We will be 
examining past events engineered by 
Leadership so that we might predict, or at 
least recognize future events when they 
occur.  
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Government 102
An Advanced Examination of 
United States Government

Part 6

by michael-herbert: keehn
mhkeehn@gmail.com

Educational Series

• This series of Educational Presentations
probably needs to be viewed in order so 
that previous concepts, explained at the 
time of introduction, may be referenced in 
future presentations without further 
explanation.  The full series is identified in 
Parts with a numeric identifier.

Disclaimer

• Because almost everyone in the United 
States has been converted into a “legal 
fiction”, who cannot receive legal advice from 
anyone other than an attorney,  nothing in 
this document is to be considered legal 
advice.  However, everything is true and 
correct to the best of my knowledge and there 
is no effort to deceive.

Introduction
• In short, this presentation examines the 

criminal behavior of Government Leadership 
in the United States.  Without previous 
exposure it is an undertaking that may knock 
the beginner off balance.  It is an undertaking 
for those who care about their loved ones, 
their fellow man and their country.  It will be 
difficult, because, as Michael Rivero puts it… 
>>>
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Michael Rivero

• "Most people prefer to believe that their 
leaders are just and fair, even in the face 
of evidence to the contrary, because once 
a citizen acknowledges that the 
government under which he lives is lying 
and corrupt, the citizen has to choose 
what he or she will do about it.  >>>

>>>  Michael Rivero

• “To take action in the face of corrupt 
government entails risks of harm to life and 
loved ones. To choose to do nothing is to 
surrender one's self-image of standing for 
principles. Most people do not have the 
courage to face that choice. Hence, most 
propaganda is not designed to fool the critical 
thinker but only to give moral cowards an 
excuse not to think at all."

War is a Racket
• The treachery of Invisible Leadership (the 

Banking Elite) is visible in the testimony of 
Major General Smedley Butler. “I spent 33 
years and four months in active military 
service and during that period I spent most 
of my time as a high class muscle man for 
Big Business, for Wall Street and the 
bankers.  In short, I was a racketeer, a 
gangster for capitalism. >>>

General Butler Continued #1

• “I helped make Mexico and especially Tampico 
safe for American oil interests in 1914.  I 
helped make Haiti and Cuba a decent place for 
the National City Bank boys to collect revenues 
in.  I helped in the raping of half a dozen 
Central America Republics for the benefit of 
Wall Street.  I helped purify Nicaragua for the 
International Banking House of Brown Brothers 
in 1902–1912. >>>
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General Butler Continued #2

• “I brought light to the Dominican Republic 
for the American sugar interests in 1916.  I 
helped make Honduras right for the 
American fruit companies in 1903.  In 
China in 1927 I helped see to it that 
Standard Oil went on its way unmolested.  
>>>

General Butler Continued #3
• “Looking back on it, I might have given Al 

Capone a few hints. The best he could do was 
to operate his racket in three districts.  I 
operated on three continents.” – War is a 
Racket by Marine Major General Smedley
Butler.  As one can easily see, our military has 
been used to help the rich, get richer by 
stealing the resources of other countries for a 
very long time.  The point is that it’s not our 
military, it’s the military of the Banking Elite!

LIES OF LEADERSHIP

• Here in Part 6 we are going to examine 
the LIES OF LEADERSHIP.  In looking at 
past lies, we may well see a pattern of 
psychological profiling (Brainwashing) of 
the American people.  We begin by first 
recognizing that we have been electing 
psychopaths to positions of Leadership for 
a long time.  And this will become evident 
in our historical trek.

Ultimately, it’s Visible 
Leadership Who is Responsible

• But, we should remember that Visible 
Leadership is controlled by the creditor 
of the United States, the Banking Elite, 
the invisible Leadership.  Therefore, it is 
possible that the psychopathic behavior 
we observe in visible leadership is 
actually the psychopathic behavior of 
the Banking Elite.  But that does not 
excuse them.
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Responsible for Their Conduct
• We keep in mind that it is the Banking Elite, the 

invisible Leadership, who is controlling elected 
Leadership.  Or maybe it’s the both of them 
together that is responsible for psychopathic 
behavior.  Ultimately, however, elected 
Leadership is responsible for their own actions.  
After all, it is they who created the debt, and it is 
they who does nothing to pay the debt, 
therefore it’s not possible for them to absolve 
themselves of responsibility.

Pearl Harbor – First Lie 
Examined

• The story of the attack on Pearl Harbor by 
Japanese forces on December 7, 1941, 
begins with Lieutenant Commander Arthur 
McCollum of the Far East Desk of Naval 
Intelligence in Washington, D.C.  Even 
though World War II in Europe had been 
well underway since 1939, the United 
States was still not part of it.

Who Wanted the U.S. in the War?
• While it would be expedient to say that 

President Franklin Roosevelt wanted the United 
States to enter the war, it would probably not be 
wholly accurate.  Roosevelt, like all Presidents, 
was under control of the Banking Elite, 
therefore, it is the elusive Bankers (the invisible 
Leadership) who wanted the United States in 
the War to enhance their fortunes, but probably 
at least as important, to expand their power, 
control and influence.

A Rich Man’s Trick

• But let us not be deceived.  The Banking 
Elite were financing both sides of the war, 
and this included many defense 
contractors, such as Henry Ford, the head 
of the Ford Motor Car company.  For a 
much greater view of this subject watch 
the documentary, JFK to 911: Everything 
is a Rich Man’s Trick, currently (2016) 
available on YouTube.
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The Memo

• Lieutenant Commander McCollum had 
written a memo that was circulating 
around the offices of Leadership in 
Washington, D.C.  This memo called for 
provoking Japan into an overt act of war 
against the United States.  This would 
open the door for the United States to 
enter World War II since Japan was an ally 
of Germany.

Uniquely Groomed

• McCollumn’s experiences made him 
uniquely groomed for the position he held 
as related to Japan.  He had been born to 
Baptist parents in Nagasaki, Japan, in 
1898 and spent his youth in Japan, living 
in several Japanese cities.  Thus he 
understood their culture and spoke their 
language.

Eight Pressure Points
• McCollum’s five page memo listed eight 

pressure points that could be used to 
deliberately provoke Japan into an overt act of 
war against the United States.  The upshot of 
the whole plan was to engineer a situation that 
would mobilize reluctant Americans into joining 
England in their struggle against the German 
forces overrunning Europe and bombing 
London, in other words, to psychologically 
brainwash Americans into entering World 
War II.

Brainwashing America

• Opinion polls of 1940 showed that Americans 
did not want involvement in yet another of the 
never-ending wars in Europe.  Visible 
Leadership, directed by Invisible Leadership, 
wanted Americans in the war.  In their view, 
American minds needed psychological 
profiling (brainwashing). And this is such an 
important point because it will be used in 
several more instances.
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Needed was a Mobilizing Event
• What was needed was a MOBILIZING EVENT, 

such as an attack on the United States by 
Japan.  This would provide the necessary door 
opening catalyst and become the event to 
brainwash the American people into entering 
the WAR. Every intercepted message from 
Japan’s military or diplomatic corps was 
decoded in Washington, D.C. and routed 
through the Far East Desk, McCollum’s section, 
before being routed to the CEO of the British 
owned corporation – Roosevelt.

A Secret Kept from Commanders

• What was generally unknown at the time, 
and not known for many years afterward, 
was that Washington, D.C. code breakers 
had broken Japan’s Military Code.  Not 
even high ranking Generals and Admirals 
knew that this had been accomplished.  
And this is critical to the events of Pearl 
Harbor on December 7, 1941!

McCollum’s 8-Point Plan – S1

• 1. Make an arrangement with Britain for 
the use of British bases in the Pacific 
region, especially Singapore.

• 2. Make arrangements with Holland for 
the use of base facilities in the Dutch East 
Indies.

8-Points of the Plan – S2

• 3. Give all possible aid to the Chinese.

• 4. Send heavy cruise ships to the Orient, 
Philippines and/or Singapore.

• 5. Send submarines into the Orient.
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8-Points of the Plan – S3

• 6. Keep the main Naval Strength of the 
Pacific close to Hawaii.

• 7. Require that the Dutch decline to grant 
Japan the much needed economic 
concessions, especially oil.

And Point #8

• The most important point of all:

8. Implement a complete United States 
trade embargo against Japan to coincide 
with the same from Britain, with the 
objective of destroying Japan’s economy.

Leadership Knew Japan Would 
Eventually Attack

• Quite likely this last element of the plan is 
the one to hit Japan the hardest. 
Leadership knew that this plan would 
eventually cause the Japanese to engage 
in an overt act of war against the United 
States which could then be used to 
manipulate the minds of the American 
people!  

A Key Strategy

• And this is a key strategy of Leadership. To 
keep pushing the targeted people into a corner 
until they rebel, and this is what Leadership is 
doing to the American people today! In every-
way they can, Leadership is pushing buttons, 
creating hatred, discord, discontent, anger, 
economic hardship, loss of homes, loss of jobs, 
sending jobs overseas, taking away their 
freedom... on and on the list goes. 
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Say NO, to Gov. Criminality

• Leadership is trying to get the American 
people to openly and violently rebel.  Don’t 
play their game, don’t fall for it!  Remain 
peaceful, learn how to keep your 
productivity (money), learn how to beat 
them in court.  Like First Lady Nancy 
Reagan said about drugs, LEARN HOW 
TO SAY NO! In this case, say NO to 
Government Criminality and, if possible, 
don’t harm anyone.

Lawful Use of Force & Violence

• In our world, whether you be an individual 
or a country, DEFENSE is the only lawful, 
only justified use of FORCE & VIOLENCE!  
For those who want to know more about 
the subject, read The Law by Frederic 
Bastiat.
http://bastiat.org/en/the_law.html

December 7, 1941 – Japan 
Bombs Pearl Harbor

• In command of American Naval forces in 
the Pacific, at the time of the Pearl Harbor 
bombing, is Admiral H. E. Kimmel. Before 
the Joint Pearl Harbor Congressional 
Investigating Committee, Admiral Kimmel 
testifies:

Kimmel Testimony

• "We needed one thing, my vital need was 
the information available in Washington 
[D. C.] of the intercepted dispatches, 
which told when and where Japan was 
poised to strike.  I did not get this 
information." – Testimony of Admiral H. E. 
Kimmel, testifying before the Pearl Harbor 
Investigating Committee.
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Treachery of Leadership
• In short, Leadership in Washington, D.C. knew 

of the pending Japanese attack, when and 
where it would take place, and did not inform 
the Pacific Commander, Admiral Kimmel.  They 
allowed the attack to take place so that the loss 
of 2000-plus American lives would motivate the 
American people to accept entering World 
War II.  And this is exactly how treacherous 
Leadership was, and IS today.  Well, that’s one 
lie covered.

A Side Bar: Charles Lindbergh

• Congressman Charles A. Lindbergh wrote 
a book titled, YOUR COUNTRY AT WAR 
and What Happens to You After War.  Hot 
off the presses, a copy was delivered to 
President Roosevelt, who, after reading it, 
issued orders to seize every copy that 
could be found.

First Amendment Flushed
• In so doing, the plates for printing the book 

were also destroyed, but it didn’t end there.  
The printing plates for another book written by 
Lindbergh, Banking and Currency and the 
Money Trust, were also destroyed.  With this 
criminal action, the First Amendment to the 
Constitution was just flushed down the toilet, 
thank you CEO of the British owned 
corporation, doing business as the United 
States, Inc., (President) Franklin Roosevelt!

The Atomic Bomb: Next Lie
During the Administration of Harry Truman

• Americans were told, by their elected 
Leadership, that dropping the Atomic 
Bombs on Nagasaki and Hiroshima was 
necessary to prevent a million American 
casualties.  This was a lie!  We were never 
informed that Japan had been trying to 
surrender for some months before the 
dropping of two nuclear bombs.
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Killing People to Test was More 
Important

• [Secretary of State Edward] "Stettinius called 
the meeting to order to discuss an urgent 
matter; the Japanese were already privately 
suing for peace, which presented a grave crisis. 
The atomic bomb would not be ready for 
several more months. ‘We have already lost 
Germany,’ Stettinius said. ‘If Japan bows out, 
we will not have a live population on which to 
test the bomb.’" - The Secret History of the 
Atomic Bomb; Mullins, June 1998

Calloused Disregard for Life

• So, in order for Leadership to test the 
Atomic bomb on a live population, 
approximately 80,000 people died 
instantly, while another 55,000 would die 
from the radiation and other effects of the 
bomb, bringing the total death toll to 
135,000 people with the dropping of one 
nuclear bomb.  Children would account for 
more than half of this number.

Japan Surrender Condition

• While the American people were told that 
Japan surrendered unconditionally, that 
was not true.  The United States conceded 
to allow Emperor Hirohito to remain 
Emperor and run the Japanese 
Government, subject to the supreme 
commander of Allied Powers.

Next Lie: Gulf of Tonkin
• There were actually two Gulf of Tonkin 

incidents reported, the first actually occurred.  
In the first instance, North Vietnam gun boats 
did attack an American War Ship.  However, 
North Vietnam was under attack by the South 
Vietnamese Navy and the Laotian Air Force.  
During the attack the USS Maddox was 
engaged in aggressive intelligence gathering in 
North Vietnamese Waters when attacked by 
North Vietnamese Gun Boats.  Therefore, the 
attack was justified.
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U.S. Leadership Claimed 
Second Attack

• But it was not this first instance on which 
the lie to the American people was set 
forth.  It was the claim of a second attack 
by North Vietnamese gun boats, which 
never occurred, by the Leadership of the 
United States that led to the passage of 
the Gulf of Tonkin Resolution which 
escalated the Vietnam War.

Escalation of Hostilities

• The Gulf of Tonkin resolution gave 
President Johnson the legal justification
for deploying U.S. military forces to the 
region and the commencement of open 
warfare against North Vietnam, but a WAR 
was never declared.  Vietnam, like Korea, 
was sometimes referred to as a Policing 
Action.

56,000 Dead Americans along 
with 4-million Asians

• This lie ultimately led to the escalation of the 
Vietnam War, resulting in the deaths of 2-million 
Vietnamese, 1-million Laotians, 1-million 
Cambodians, and 56,000 Americans.  Over four 
million people dead because Leadership, and 
those who control them, wanted to become 
even more rich and more in control, not only of 
the people but also Earth’s resources, by lying! 

AND FOR WHAT?

• It certainly wasn’t freedom.  We’re more 
enslaved now than we were then.  Question: do 
we Americans pay taxes to have our freedoms 
maintained and enhanced, or, do we pay taxes 
to have our freedoms taken away at every turn 
of a corner or bump in the road. The point, of 
course, is that human life means absolutely 
nothing to either visible or invisible Leadership.
It’s all about money and control!
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WACO, TEXAS
• On April 19, 1993, eighty Americans were 

murdered by Agents of the United States, 
acting under polices and orders of United 
States Leadership, at Waco, Texas.  
Twelve of these Americans were children, 
younger than five years of age.  The 
mainstream misleadia never gave us any 
background information on the Branch 
Dividians, as they were called, and so we’ll 
begin with a little historical information.  

A Little Historical Background

• In 1929, a Seventh-day Adventist Sabbath 
School teacher named Victor Houteff wrote a 
book which called for reformation of the church.  
His message was not well received or accepted 
by the church hierarchy and Houteff was 
banished from the church.  Lesson: Never force 
church leadership to think about what they’re 
doing, they have the same view of the 1st

Amendment as does Franklin Roosevelt.

Historical Background S2

• Houteff and his followers established a 
headquarters outside Waco, Texas in 
1935.  The point being that this religious 
community was not some johnny-come-
lately religious cult as portrayed by the 
mainstream misleadia.  In 1993, they were 
now quite old and established.

Historical Background S3

• They were called "Branch Davidians" 
which had nothing to do with their current 
leader's name being David Koresh.  The 
term "Davidian" reflected their belief in the 
restoration of the "Davidic Kingdom."  As 
legitimate as any other religious belief.
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Historical Background S4

• I do not know if it was Government 
Leadership, or the mainstream misleadia
who first tagged this small religious 
community with the identity of CULT, but 
in doing so it immediately tainted them in 
the eyes of mainstream America. 

He’s One of THOSE

• The term “cult” always seemed to bring up 
thoughts of wacko’s, discontents, 
troublemakers, and the like, in the minds 
of many.  It’s an old tactic and one that 
should be discarded by journalists.  It 
works something like this:
“He’s one of those, and we all know what 
one of those is like.”

We Are Now Excused from 
Thinking

• Once it is asserted that he is one of those, 
then we no longer have to listen to what 
he’s saying, or think about him in human 
terms.  It’s simple mind manipulation by 
someone who people probably trust, and it 
is intended to TURN OFF thinking and 
analysis of the masses. 

Mainstream Misleadia Creates 
“Everybody’s Satan”

• “On February 27, 1993, the Waco Tribune-
Herald began publishing "The Sinful 
Messiah", a series of articles by Mark 
England and Darlene McCormick, who 
alleged that Koresh had physically abused 
children in the Davidian compound and 
had committed statutory rape by taking 
multiple underage brides. >>>
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Journalism at its Best
• “Koresh was also said to advocate polygamy for 

himself and declared himself married to several 
female residents of the small community. 
According to the paper, Koresh declared he 
was entitled to at least 140 wives, that he was 
entitled to claim any of the females in the group 
as his, that he had fathered at least a dozen 
children, and that some of these mothers 
became brides as young as 12 or 13 years old.” 
– Wikipedia

Making Murder Palatable
• Who cares that what was said by the 

Mainstream Misleadia may well have 
contributed to the Government murder of 
80-plus people of the United States so 
long as it increases circulation and profit?  
The job of the Mainstream Misleadia is to 
provide the background information which 
makes any Leadership action acceptable 
to the American people, including murder.

They Never Had a Chance More Information on Waco

• For those wanting to know more about the 
subject of Waco, go to this web site:

• http://www.web-ak.com/waco/
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OKC Federal Building

• Before Waco, there 
was the bombing of 
the Alfred P. Murrah
Federal Building, in 
Oklahoma City.  As 
can be seen, damage 
was substantial.

The Date

• The explosion occurred on April 19, 1995, 
the same month and day that Government 
Leadership and Agents murdered the 
people in Waco, Texas, two years earlier.  
Rather than paraphrase the information 
from memory, let us read analysis 
excerpts of the source, General Benton K. 
Partin (Retired). 

General Partin’s Background

• General Partin is a Chemical Engineer 
whose military career centered on the 
destruction of hardened targets.  As such, 
he is familiar with the abilities and 
signatures of all types of explosives. There 
are several websites with General Partin’s
report and analysis, here is one:
http://whatreallyhappened.com/RANCHO/POLITICS/OK/
PARTIN/okm.htm

First, The Claim
• "The media and the Executive branch 

reported that the sole source of the 
devastation was a single truck bomb 
consisting of 4,800 pounds of ammonium 
nitrate, transported to the location in a 
Ryder Truck and parked in front of the 
building. It is impossible that the 
destruction to the building could have 
resulted from such a bomb alone.” –
Partin
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By Itself, the Truck Bomb Wasn’t 
Enough

• "To cause the damage pattern that occurred to 
the Murrah building, there would have to have 
been demolition charges at several supporting 
column bases, at locations not accessible from 
the street, to supplement the truck bomb 
damage.  Indeed, a careful examination of 
photographs showing the collapsed column 
bases reveals a failure mode produced by 
demolition charges and not by a blast from the 
truck bomb.” - Partin

Summed Up
• And there you have it, there would have been 

demolition charges at several supporting 
column bases, at locations not accessible from 
the street.  And since these locations are NOT 
accessible from the street, this suggests that 
the placement of these charges were AN 
INSIDE JOB.  General Partin’s full analysis can 
be found at several websites, here’s a couple:
http://whatreallyhappened.com/RANCHO/POLITICS/OK/PARTIN/okm.htm

And:  http://www.jeffhead.com/liberty/okcbomb.htm

Supporting Evidence

• Those old enough, and with good 
memories, may remember that a local 
University seismograph recorded two 
separate blasts in this event, although the 
mainstream misleadia made light of it. 
Additionally, there were witnesses who 
remember hearing two blasts.  But the 
mainstream misleadia marginalized them 
as well.

Weapons of Mass Destruction Lie
During the administration of George W. Bush

• “Our report found that in the two years after the 
terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001, President 
George W. Bush and seven of his administration’s 
top officials made at least 935 false statements 
about the national security threat posed by Iraq. 
The carefully orchestrated campaign of untruths 
about Iraq’s alleged threat to US national security 
from its WMDs or links to al Qaeda (also specious) 
galvanized public opinion and led the nation to war 
under decidedly false pretenses.” – Charles Lewis
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Believe Lies, or Stop to Think?
• Despite numerous and widely publicized 

bipartisan, as well as international reports, 
definitively showing that no such weapons of 
mass destruction existed, over 50% of the 
American people still believed the lie.  Do we 
need to stop and ask ourselves how we would 
like it if another country’s leadership lied to 
them and we were attacked militarily, killing not 
only the men but the women and our children 
as well?  That’s what is still taking place in Iraq.

Leadership – You ARE the 
Terrorists

• “Either you are with us, or you are with the 
terrorists!” – President George W. Bush
Well, if I was with United States Leadership, 
then as now, then I am with the TERRORISTS!  
I believe that most thinking people can see that 
this phony WAR was implemented in order to 
steal Iraq’s oil, and have a military base from 
which to implement other military actions in the 
Middle East.

How Far is Criminal Leadership 
Willing to Go?

• Yes, there are probably lesser terrorists out 
there, but none as big or as treacherous as the 
Leadership of the United States.  I want to 
choose my words and be very careful here.  
Given the past history of the Leadership of the 
United States, it is my grave concern that, given 
past behavior, there is no limit to which our 
Leadership will go in implementing an 
unbelievable life ending event within our 
borders to manipulate our minds.

The Boogey Man Invention

• The people of the United States only behave 
as they do, because they have bought the 
illusion – fabrication, put forth by Leadership, 
of a Boogey Man.  Leadership knows that 
the people will only continue to pay so long 
as they are fearful.  When the Soviet Union 
was no longer a threat, Leadership needed a 
new Boogey Man, thus they invented The 
Terrorist and Terrorism.
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Never for Freedom

• The result has been a false and un-
needed war on terror.  And so we attack 
Iraq under a lie of weapons of mass 
destruction, when they didn’t have any, 
using our weapons of mass destruction.  
“War is never fought for freedom, it is 
always fought for the rich!” – Marine Major 
General Smedley Butler

War is only Business 
Opportunities

• “It is not a coincidence that the people 
responsible for taking America to War directly 
benefit financially.  Politicians and their 
corporate sponsors have tricked ordinary 
Americans into thinking legitimate enemies 
exist and must be confronted.  The truth is that 
there are no enemies, ONLY BUSINESS 
OPPORTUNITIES.” – Marine Major General 
Smedley Butler

Ted Gunderson on Terrorism

• “Look at the terrorist acts that have 
occurred, the CIA behind most, if not all of 
them.  We had the Marine barracks, our 
Embassy in Kenya, PanAm 103, we had 
the USS Cole, we had Oklahoma City, we 
had the World Trade Center in 1993...” 
[>>> quote continued on next slide] 

Quote Continuation

• “...the informant, Emad Salem, a 43-year-
old former Egyptian Army Officer, was 
given the assignment to put the bomb 
together, and he went to his supervisor, 
his FBI supervisor, and said, ‘we’re going 
to put a dummy bomb in here, right?” And 
the FBI supervisor said, “no, we’re going 
to put a real bomb in here.” – Ted 
Gunderson, former FBI Chief.
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Got it All on Tape
• Unknown to the FBI at the time, Emad Salem, 

the “asset” being referenced in the previous 
slide, was recording many of the conversations 
with his FBI Handlers, and got it all on tape.  
I’ve previously related that I have grave 
concerns that Leadership may implement an 
unbelievable life ending event.  The following 
slide names a few such possibilities.  This will 
be especially true if the American people do 
not fall for, or believe, their false flag terrorism.

It’s All a Rich Man’s Trick

• As one can see, United States Leadership 
will go to unlimited ends, even killing its 
own military, its own people, in order to 
manipulate the minds of the American 
People.  The lies are enormous.  For more 
information on the subject see the 
documentary available on YouTube: 
JFK to 911: Everything is a Rich Man’s 
Trick.

To Name a Few

• This life ending event I fear could include the 
detonation of one or MORE nuclear devices 
within our borders, or possibly the release of a 
biological agent (disease) that wipes out 
hundreds of thousands if not millions of United 
States citizens and other people – all to 
psychologically profile (brainwash) the minds of 
the American people.  They’ve already been 
responsible for the deaths of millions!

Waiting To See What Comes

• It will be virtually impossible to accurately 
predict the life ending scenario that 
Leadership will come up with, we will just 
have to wait and see what comes.  What-
ever comes, Leadership will have to top 
the attack on the World Trade Center on 
September 11, 2001 and cause a greater 
loss of life than the 2,770 plus souls who 
died there.
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September 11, 2001

• The attack on the World Trade Center was 
used to pass Patriot Acts one & two, taking 
away a mountain of our freedom and liberty, 
and further, as cause and reason to start a war 
with Iraq. “You never let a serious crisis go to 
waste. And what I mean by that it's an 
opportunity to do things you think you could not 
do before.” – Rahm Emanuel, President Barack 
Obama’s Chief of Staff.

The Official Story of 9-11
• “On the morning of September 11, 2001, 

nineteen men, armed with box cutters, directed 
by a man on dialysis in a cave fortress half-way 
around the world, using a satellite phone and 
laptop computer, directed the most 
sophisticated penetration of the most heavily 
defended air space in the world, overpowering 
the passengers and combat trained pilots on 
four commercial aircraft, before flying those 
planes wildly off course for over an hour without 
being molested by a single fighter-interceptor.

Official Story Cont. S2
• “These nineteen hijackers, devout religious 

fundamentalists who liked to drink alcohol, snort 
cocaine, and live with pink-haired strippers, 
managed to KNOCK DOWN THREE 
BUILDINGS WITH TWO PLANES in New 
York, while in Washington, a [terrorist] pilot who 
couldn’t handle a single engine Cessna was 
able to fly a 757 airliner in a descending 8000 
foot 270-degree cork-screw turn to come in 
exactly level with the ground, [>>>]

Official Story Cont. S3

• “…hitting the Pentagon directly in the 
budget analysis office where Department 
of Defense staffers were working on the 
mystery of the 2.3-TRILLION DOLLARS 
that Defense Secretary, Donald Rumsfeld, 
announced was missing from the 
Pentagon’s coffers in a press conference 
the day before, September 10, 2001.
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Official Story Cont. S4

• “Fortunately, the news anchors knew who did it 
within minutes – Osama	bin	Laden.  The pundits 
knew within hours – Osama	bin	Laden.  The 
Administration knew within a day – Terrorists	
who	committed	these	acts	and	those	who	harbor	
them.  And the evidence literally fell into the 
FBI’s lap – ‘that a hijackers passport was found 
blocks from the World Trade Center crash site 
if you can believe that.’ – CNN news man.  
[>>>]

Official Story Cont. S5

• “But for some reason a bunch of crazy 
conspiracy theorists demanded an 
investigation into the greatest attack on 
American soil in history.  That investigation 
was delayed, underfunded, set up to fail, a 
conflict of interest, and a cover-up from start 
to finish.  It was based on testimony extracted 
through torture, the records of which were 
destroyed. [>>>]

Official Story Cont. S6

• “It failed to mention the existence of 
[collapsed] World Trade Center Building-7, 
Able-Danger, P-Tech, Sibel Edmonds, the 
relationship between Osama bin Laden and 
the CIA, and the drills of hijacked airliners 
being flown into buildings that were being 
simulated at the precise same time those 
events were actually happening.

Official Story Cont. S7

• “The Investigation Commission was lied to 
by the Pentagon, the CIA, the Bush 
Administration, and as for George Bush 
and Dick Cheney, well, no one knows 
what they told the 9/11 Investigation 
Commission because they gave their 
testimony in secret, off the record, not 
under oath and behind closed doors.
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Official Story Cont. S8

• “The Investigation Commission did not bother to 
look at who funded the attacks because that 
question is ultimately of ‘little practical 
significance’ [little = HUGE].  Still, the 9/11 
Commission did brilliantly in answering all the 
questions the public had, except most of the 
victims’ family members’ questions, and pinned 
blame on all the people responsible, although 
no-one so much as lost their job. 

Official Story Cont. S9

• “Determining that the attacks were ‘failure 
of imagination’ because ‘no-body in our 
government, at least, and I don’t think the 
prior government could envision flying 
airplanes into buildings’ – President 
George W. Bush.  Except the Pentagon, 
FEMA, NORAD, and the NRO [National 
Reconnaissance Office].

Official Story Cont. S10

• “The CIA destroyed 2.5 terabytes of data on 
Able-Danger, but that’s OK because it probably
wasn’t important.  Meanwhile, the SEC 
[Securities Exchange Commission] destroyed 
their records on the investigation into the 
insider trading that took place just before the 
attacks, but that’s OK because destroying the 
records of the largest investigation in SEC 
history is just part of routine record keeping.

Official Story Cont. S11

• “NIST [National Institute of Standards and 
Technology] has classified the data that 
they used for their model of the collapse of 
World Trade Center Building-7, but that’s 
OK because knowing how they made their 
model of the collapse would 
‘JEOPARDIZE PUBLIC SAFETY’. 
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Official Story Cont. S12

• “Meanwhile, the FBI has argued that all 
their material related to their investigation 
of 9/11 should be kept secret from the 
Public.  But that’s OK because the FBI 
probably has nothing to hide. And 
although Osama bin Laden lived in a cave 
fortress in the hills of Afghanistan, he 
somehow got away.  Then he was hiding 
out in Tora Bora, but somehow got away.

Official Story Cont. S13

• Then he lived in Abbottobad for years, 
taunting the most comprehensive 
intelligence dragnet, employing the most 
sophisticated technology in the history of 
the world, for a decade, releasing video 
after video with complete impunity, while 
getting younger and younger as he did so, 
before being found in a daring seal team 
raid which was not recorded on video.

Official Story Cont. S14
• [A raid] In which he did not resist, nor use his 

wife as a human shield, and in which these 
crack special forces operatives panicked and 
killed this un-armed man, supposedly the best 
source of intelligence about those dastardly 
terrorists on the entire planet.  Then they 
dumped his body in the ocean before telling 
anyone about it.  This followed by a couple 
dozen of the seal team’s members [later] dying 
in a helicopter crash in Afghanistan. 

Official Story Cont. S15
• “This is the Official Story of 9/11, brought to you 

by the people who have lied to you at every 
step of the way, for years.  If you have any 
questions about this story, you are a bat-shit, 
paranoid, tin-foil head, dog-abusing, baby-
hater, and will be reviled by everyone!  If you 
love your country and/or freedom, happiness, 
rainbows, rock-n-roll, puppy dogs, apple pie, 
and your grand-ma, you will never ever express 
doubts about any part of this story to anyone, 
ever!” – The Corbett Report
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Do We Believe That?

• And that, ladies and gentlemen, is the 
OFFICIAL non-sense that we Americans are 
supposed to believe.  Would you want to send 
your sons, brothers, fathers, husbands to fight 
another “Bankers War”?  NO?  Well, right now 
that’s what’s coming.  The psychopathic 
Leadership we’ve elected is working their 
hardest at behest of the Banking Elite to start 
World War III.

REALLY?

• What this fellow has to 
say is, in my opinion, 
very profound.  If a 
majority of Americans 
still trust Leadership at 
this juncture in our 
history, I fear there is 
no hope for our future.

Bringing On War
• "Naturally the common people don't want war: 

Neither in Russia, nor in England, nor for that 
matter in Germany. That is understood. But, 
after all, it is the LEADERS of the country who 
determine the policy and it is always a simple 
matter to drag the people along, whether it is a 
democracy, or a fascist dictatorship, or a 
parliament, or a communist dictatorship. Voice 
or no voice, the people can always be brought 
to the bidding of the leaders. [>>>]

Continuation of Quote

• “That is easy. All you have to do is TELL 
THEM THEY ARE BEING ATTACKED, 
and denounce the peacemakers for lack of 
patriotism and exposing the country to 
danger. It works the same in any country." 
– Hermann Goering; Adolf Hitler's second 
in command, speaking during the 
Nuremberg Trials of Nazi war criminals at 
the end of World War II.
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As Matters Stand

• As matters now stand, the economy of the 
United States is circling the bowl and will soon 
be flushed, as for most western Governments.  
People are now seeing Leadership for the 
criminals they are.  What Leadership now 
needs is another World War to distract the 
people from the Criminality On High.  And 
they are working feverishly to provoke one.  

An Observation

• While the focus of this presentation has 
been the United States, and Leadership 
thereof, it is likely that the same criminality 
is present in many if not all western 
governments, especially England, and any 
government influenced by the Vatican.  
While it is sad that J. Edgar Hoover was 
compromised by his homosexuality, what 
he says in the next slide is applicable today.

J. Edgar Hoover
• "The individual is handicapped by coming face-

to-face with a conspiracy so monstrous he 
cannot believe it exists. The American mind 
simply has not come to a realization of the evil 
which has been introduced into our midst.  It 
rejects even the assumption that human 
creatures could espouse a philosophy which 
must ultimately destroy all that is good and 
decent." - J. Edgar Hoover, former Director of 
the FBI from 1924 to 1972

Conclusion of Part 6

• And this is where we will end Part 6.  In 
Part 7 we will briefly recap what we have 
learned thus far in a simple list.
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Government 102
An Advanced Examination of 
United States Government

Part 7

by michael-herbert: keehn
mhkeehn@gmail.com

Educational Series

• This series of Educational Presentations
probably needs to be viewed in order so 
that previous concepts, explained at the 
time of introduction, may be referenced in 
future presentations without further 
explanation.  The full series is identified in 
Parts with a numeric identifier.

Disclaimer

• Because almost everyone in the United 
States has been converted into a “legal 
fiction”, who cannot receive legal advice from 
anyone other than an attorney,  nothing in 
this document is to be considered legal 
advice.  However, everything is true and 
correct to the best of my knowledge and there 
is no effort to deceive.

Introduction
• In short, this presentation examines the 

criminal behavior of Government Leadership 
in the United States.  Without previous 
exposure it is an undertaking that may knock 
the beginner off balance.  It is an undertaking 
for those who care about their loved ones, 
their fellow man and their country.  It will be 
difficult, because, as Michael Rivero puts it… 
>>>
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Michael Rivero

• "Most people prefer to believe that their 
leaders are just and fair, even in the face 
of evidence to the contrary, because once 
a citizen acknowledges that the 
government under which he lives is lying 
and corrupt, the citizen has to choose 
what he or she will do about it.  >>>

>>>  Michael Rivero

• “To take action in the face of corrupt 
government entails risks of harm to life and 
loved ones. To choose to do nothing is to 
surrender one's self-image of standing for 
principles. Most people do not have the 
courage to face that choice. Hence, most 
propaganda is not designed to fool the critical 
thinker but only to give moral cowards an 
excuse not to think at all."

The Pride of Leadership

• I’ve prepared this series of Presentations 
because I feel certain that Government 
Leadership must feel very proud of its actions 
regarding these united States of America and 
the people thereof.  And since I am certain 
they are proud, I feel that all Americans 
should look at the actions of Leadership and 
stand in judgment of those actions, policies 
and decisions.

We Learned S1

• Early on we learned that the Mainstream 
Media is part and parcel to deceiving the 
American people.  Thus, I have given 
them the name Mainstream Misleadia.  

• Also failing to keep the American people 
truthfully informed is Public Schools, 
Leadership, and all corporate religions.
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We Learned S2

• We learned that all major religions are 
501(c)(3) tax exempt corporations who 
have chosen to subject themselves to 
“man’s law”, which results in abandonment 
of “God’s Law”.  Can we visualize Walmart 
representing God?

• We learned that a new “public sector 
plantation” has been created, populated 
with economically obligated Slaves.

We Learned S3

• We learned that with the passage of the 
Emergency Banking Relief Act under War 
and Emergency Powers in 1933, the 
Union States became occupied by the 
United States as evident by the U.S. Flag 
being moved to fly above the State Flags 
on the same pole.

• Also learned that we cannot predict how 
criminal Leadership will be.

We Learned S4

• We learned that whenever we speak of 
“Government”, we are actually speaking of 
“Leadership” since all Government policy 
and actions are their responsibility.

• We learned that the source of government 
criminality is, of course, Leadership. 

• We learned that a country in Debt cannot 
be sovereign (in control of its own affairs).

We Learned S5

• We learned that three City-States are 
responsible for the criminality of 
Government, they are: 1) The Vatican; 
2) The City of London (also known as the 
Inner City of London – Not to be confused 
with London); 3) Washington, District of 
Columbia.  All three are corporations.
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We Learned S6

• We learned that the City of London is the 
center of western finance policy and 
control.  That the Vatican claims itself to 
be the Trustee of the Global Estate Trust
(their own creation) and in their view, 
places them above all other Law and City 
States, making the Vatican responsible for 
oversight of the criminality of United States 
and other Governments.

We Learned S7

• And we learned that Washington, District 
of Columbia provides the military 
(necessary force and violence) needed to 
compel other countries to the will of the 
three City-States.  

• We’ve learned that the Vatican has, for a 
very long time, allowed the Banking Elite, 
the creditor of the U.S., to direct and 
control U.S. Leadership.

We Learned S8

• We learned that when the Banking Elite 
finance both sides in a conflict (war), their 
goal isn’t to control the conflict, it is to 
control the Debt that the conflict produces.  
By controlling the Debt, they control 
everything.  And this is the very essence 
of the Banking Industry, to make us all, 
whether we be individuals or countries, 
SLAVES TO DEBT!

We Learned S9

• We’ve learned that we Americans are a 
Surety, that is a person responsible for the 
Debt’s of someone else, in this case, the 
United States, Inc.  As such, our 
productivity, for our entire lives, is subject 
to confiscation through taxes to pay on an 
ever increasing debt, a debt that will, and 
is, destroying our economy.  And the 
children we purport to love, face the same.
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We Learned S10
• We learned that in 1822, the Catholic Church 

entered into a treaty (the Treaty of Verona) with 
the King of England, in which it was declared 
that “self government” as practiced in the 
United States for example, is incompatible with 
both the Monarchical Rule of the King and with 
Papal Authority (the Authority of the Pope over 
the Globe).  And further, that the High 
Contracting Authorities would act to prevent 
“self governance” from survival wherever it may 
surface.

We Learned S11
• We learned that the United States was in 

Debt at its birth, and remained in Debt 
except for a brief period of time beginning 
in the Administration of Andrew Jackson, 
and ending at the Civil War.

• We learned that England’s Bankers were 
instrumental in engineering the Civil War.

• We’ve learned that the Federal Reserve 
Bank is privately owned, that there is 
nothing “Federal” about it.

We Learned S12

• We learned that Unidroit is the International 
Institute for the Unification of Private Law, 
the owner of the Uniform Commercial code, 
and a subsidiary of the Catholic Church.

• We’ve learned that there are at least three 
“United States” defined in law, and that the 
location of “The United States” (corporate) 
is Washington, District of Columbia.

We Learned S13
• We learned that the Constitution mandates 

that a “republican form of Government” be 
maintained in all States of the Union.  And 
we learned that we will not find a definition 
for “republican form of government” in any 
school text books.

• We learned from Bouvier’s Law Dictionary 
that the source of United States authority 
is as follows in the next three slides.
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Source of U.S. Authority S1

• "It has been justly thought a matter of 
importance to determine from what source the 
United States derives its authority... The 
question here proposed is whether our bond of 
union is a compact entered into by the states, 
or whether the Constitution is an organic law 
established by the People.  To this we answer: 
'We the People... ordain and establish this 
Constitution'... [>>>]

Source of U.S. Authority S2

• “The government of the state had only 
delegated power (from the People) and 
even if they had an inclination, they had no 
authority to transfer the authority of the 
Sovereign People.  The people in their 
capacity as Sovereigns made and adopted 
the Constitution; and it binds the state 
governments without the state's consent.

Source of U.S. Authority S3
• “The United States, as a whole, therefore, 

emanates from the People and not from the 
states, and the Constitution and the laws of 
the states, whether made before or since the 
adoption of that Constitution of the United 
States, are subordinate to the United States 
Constitution and the laws made in pursuance 
of it." – Bouvier's 14th Edition Law Dictionary 
(citing 4 Wheat 402)

We Learned S14
• We learned that, in the republic, we cannot 

confer a power or authority we DO NOT 
possess, because we are equal in the eyes of 
the law.  Meaning we all have equal powers 
and authorities.  If I do not have the authority 
to go into your wallet, take out money and give 
it to whomever I feel is needy, then I cannot 
confer that power upon government or 
Leadership.  And that is why Leadership 
needs a contract which they acquire 
fraudulently via deception of the people!
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We Learned S15

• We’ve learned that visible Leadership is 
the people we elect and that invisible 
Leadership is the Banking Elite to whom 
the National Debt is owed.  

• We’ve learned that Visible Leadership 
does only what the Invisible Leadership 
wants done or they may be assassinated, 
Congressman Louis T. McFadden and 
President John Kennedy for example.

We Learned S16

• The first loan of money America received was 
from the English Bankers, by and through the 
English Government.  And that the collateral for 
this loan was all the property held by the 
Federal Government.  And when Congress 
failed to renew the Charter for the First National 
Bank of America, where the titles to the 
collateral property were kept, England attacked 
the U.S.  Thus, the War of 1812.

We Learned S17

• From this we learned the power and 
authority held by the Banking Elite, which 
controlled English Leadership and 
required the 1812 military attack on the 
U.S.  Thus, the military of a country in 
Debt is truly the military of the Banking 
Elite to whom the National Debt is owed.  
It is not the military of the United States or 
any country in Debt!

We Learned S18

• We learned there was a 13th-Amendment,   
properly ratified, that was not implemented 
by Leadership.  This amendment 
prevented Titles of Nobility from holding 
public office.  Thus, this Amendment 
would have prevented Attorneys from 
holding public office.  It was replaced with 
the 13th-Amendment which freed the 
Slaves.
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We Learned S19

• That the 14th-Amendment created a new 
class of lowercase “c” citizen that is not 
equivalent or equal to uppercase “C” 
Citizen in the organic Constitution.  We 
learned the 14th-Amendment citizen is 
subject to the un-constitutional law of the 
District of Columbia.  And that White 
people did not have this citizen status until 
joining Social Security in the 1930’s.

We Learned S20

• We learned that the 14th-Amendment was not 
properly ratified. 

• We learned that the Constitution did not 
create a country, it formed a Union, a Union of 
several independent Nation States.  Actually, 
the Constitution is a contract creating a 
Government Services Entity, the Federal 
Government with some very narrowly defined 
responsibilities to the people.

We Learned S21

• That when dealing with criminal 
Leadership a State cannot quit a Union it 
voluntarily joined, lest it be attacked by the 
Federal “staff” (the United States).

• We learned that Washington, D.C. is not 
part of the Union, it is not inclusive, it is 
exclusive, a foreign jurisdiction to the 
republic of these united States of America.

We Learned S22
• That Lincoln declared Martial Law and forced 

Northern Congressional Delegates back into 
session.  Therefore, congress was not setting 
as a Constitutionally empowered legislative 
body.  Congress was essentially a hostage of 
President Lincoln and his will.  Lincoln was 
assassinated before ending Martial Law and no 
President since has ended it, thus the situation 
persists to this day.  Congress is still not 
Constitutionally seated.
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We Learned S23
• In 1871, the loan from the Civil War period 

was due and payable, but U.S. Leadership 
failed to pay, thus, there was a default on 
the loan.  This resulted in England taking 
title to the collateral, all the property held by 
the Federal Government.  This included 
Washington, District of Columbia. England 
then incorporated Washington, D.C., thus 
was born the corporate United States! The 
media never informed Americans. 

We Learned S24

• We have eventually came to realize that 
“The United States” is a British owned 
corporation.  Congress is now setting as 
the Board of Directors of this corporation, 
and the individual we think of as President 
of the United States, is actually the Chief 
Executive Officer (CEO) of this corporation 
that we now know as “The United States, 
Inc.”

We Learned S25

• The Debt didn’t go-away, however, it 
defaulted to the Union states and was due 
and payable in 1909.  Once again 
Leadership defaulted, failing to pay.  A 20-
year time extension was requested and 
granted with stipulations.  One stipulation 
brought into existence the Federal 
Reserve Bank in 1913. 

A Thought
• It appears to me that a good case could be 

made due to the fact that Congress was not 
and is not Constitutionally seated, and as 
such, does not represent the living people of 
these united States of America.  Since 1871, 
Congress, as Board of Directors of the United 
States, Inc., has represented the interests of 
the creditor of the U.S., the Banking Elite, and 
not the people!  How could they responsibly 
pay a bill when they are controlled?
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We Learned S26
• We learned that for 20-years, America had a party 

that continued on through the roaring twenty’s.  
• We learned that Government passed the 18th-

Amendment, prohibiting the manufacture and sale 
of alcoholic beverages.  By virtue of banning 
something the people want, Leadership learned 
how to create “organized crime.” The same is now 
the case with drugs.  Leadership creates the 
problem and then bills themselves as the only 
solution to protecting the people from the Boogey 
Man.

We Learned S27
• Twenty years after 1909 the Debt was again 

due and payable, the Congressional Board of 
Directors of the British owned corporation, 
doing business as The United States, Inc., 
again failed to pay the bill.  Enter the stock 
market crash of October 29, 1929.

• We learned that the Federal Reserve Bank 
Board of New York informed President Hoover 
that a BANKING EMERGENCY now exists.

We Learned S28
• We learned that the Banking Emergency 

was the result of people withdrawing 
some of their deposited gold to make 
ends meet in the economic depression
engineered by the Banking Elite, and 
that the banks did not have sufficient 
gold reserves to meet the demands of 
depositors.  Where did the gold go?  No 
one seems to know.  

We Learned S29

• The Gold was never returned to the 
people who deposited it.  In effect, the 
Federal Reserve Banks were a thief 
created by Congress, functioning as the 
Board of Directors of a British owned 
corporation doing business as the United 
States, Inc., and acting in the interest of 
the Banking Elite and not the people of the 
United States.
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We Learned S30

• President Franklin Roosevelt asked the Board 
of Directors of the British owned corporation 
(Congress), for “broad executive power to wage 
a war against the [Banking] Emergency [like 
waging a war against terrorism or drugs].  As 
great as the power that would be given to me if 
we were in fact invaded by a foreign foe.”  And 
Congress granted him WAR & EMERGENCY 
POWERS!

We Learned S31

• That 5-days into the Roosevelt Administra-
tion (March 9, 1933), the Banking Relief 
Act was passed, which contained the 
language of the Trading with the Enemy 
Act of October 6, 1917.  

• That the Trading with the Enemy Act 
excluded domestic transactions and U.S. 
citizens from the operation of the law.

We Learned S32
• But then we learned that the Banking Relief Act 

amended the exclusionary language just 
mentioned, to read: “by all persons living within 
the United States or Subject to the jurisdiction 
thereof.”   Since U.S. citizens live within the 
United States and/or are subject to the 
jurisdiction thereof, they just became an 
identified enemy of the United States, having 
had the language of an Act of War applied 
against them!

We Learned S33
• That this change of status was NOT reported by 

the mainstream misleadia, and so we remained 
ignorant of our change of status for a very long 
period of time.

• We learned that the language of the Trading 
with the Enemy Act gave Leadership total 
authoritarian control over the commercial 
activities of an identified enemy, which now 
included U.S. citizens.  And with that, they lost 
a mountain of freedom.
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We Learned S34

• We learned that from 1933 on, it has only been 
necessary for Leadership to convert all of our 
normal and regular activities into a commercial 
activity in order to regulate us in everything we 
do.  Since all activities became commercial, the 
law of the republic (the common law) was set 
aside to  be replaced by the Uniform 
Commercial Code, a private copyrighted law 
owned by the Catholic Church via Unidroit.

We Learned S35
• We learned that U.S. citizens became the 

surety, that is the people responsible for 
paying the debts of the British owned 
corporation doing business as “The United 
States, Inc.”  As such, our productivity for our 
entire life, and that of our children, are subject 
to taking at the will of the Congressional Board 
of Directors of said British owned corporation, 
“The United States, Inc.”  A monumental 
criminal Fraud committed via deception.

We Learned S36
• We learned that Leadership always creates 

the Emergency, then bills itself as the only 
solution.

• We learned that the red/white/blue flag of the 
U.S. began flying above State flags on the 
same pole as evidence of U.S. occupation 
under WAR & EMERGENCY POWERS.  
Before the Banking Relief Act, they flew on 
separate poles at the same height.

We Learned S37

• We learned that Washington, District of 
Columbia, is not inside the republic, it is 
outside, it is a foreign jurisdiction where, 
according to Constitutional Language, 
Congress has “exclusive legislative 
authority”, meaning they can pass any 
unconstitutional law they wish for this 
jurisdiction.
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We Learned S38
• We learned that proposed Congressional 

legislation has identifiers, for the House it 
might be HR1234, and for the Senate, it 
might be SR5678.  The “R” in the identifier 
stands for “Resolution”, which is a 
corporation RULE, not law of the republic.  
Therefore, Congress has not passed any 
LAW for living Americans since before the 
martial law of Lincoln in 1862.  It’s all one 
big criminal fraud, via deception!

We Learned S39
• We learned that legislated LAW of the republic 

has only an “H” for the House of 
Representatives, and only an “S” for the 
Senate.  

• We learned that our U.S. (District of Columbia) 
citizen status came with joining Social 
Security, but this contract lacks full disclosure, 
making it void ab-initio (from the beginning).  
As one would expect when committing 
criminal FRAUD via DECEPTION!

We Learned S40

• There are six elements to a valid contract 
or the contract is void ab initio (from the 
beginning).  They are: 1) Offer by a person 
qualified to make the contract.  2) Accep-
tance by party qualified to make and 
accept the contract. 3) Bargain or 
agreement and full disclosure and 
complete understanding by both parties.
[>>>]

We Learned S41

• 4) Consideration given.  5) Must have the 
element of time to make the contract 
lawful.  6) Both parties must be sui juris; 
that is, of lawful age, usually 21 years old. 
– Law of Contracts by John Calamari and 
Joseph Perillo.  Lacking full disclosure, 
almost every contract Government claims 
is not valid.
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We Learned S42
• In 1940 the Buck Act was passed, paving the 

way for States to become incorporated under 
the laws of the United States, Inc. (the District).  
From that we get the STATE OF MAINE, 
STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA, STATE OF 
VIRGINIA, STATE OF YOUNAMEIT, corporate 
State franchises, all deriving their existence in 
the laws of the corporate United States and 
subject to its un-constitutional regulatory 
dictates.  All with Corporate Rules, not law.

We Learned S43

• After the States incorporated, it became 
possible for the Counties to incorporate 
under the corporate State.  Thus we get 
the COUNTY OF ORANGE, COUNTY OF 
BUTTE, COUNTY OF NEW YORK, 
COUNTY OF YOUNAMEIT, all 
corporations with Corporate Rules, not 
law.

We Learned S44

• And on the heels of that, the cities began 
to incorporate.  Thus we have the CITY 
OF LOS ANGELES, CITY OF DETROIT, 
CITY OF YUBA CITY, CITY OF RENO, 
CITY OF LAS VEGAS, CITY OF
YOUNAMEIT, all corporations, with 
Corporate Rules, not Law.

We Learned S45

• All Corporation Rules that Leadership and 
their minions like to call law, but is not law, 
are applicable only through contract.  The 
1943 Supreme Court Decision (318 U.S. 
363) ruled that when Government does 
business with its citizens, it looses its 
sovereignty status, becoming no different 
than a private corporation, taking on the 
character of a mere private person.
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We Learned S46

• Translated into English, what this means is 
that when Government deals in “private 
commercial paper” (Federal Reserve 
Notes) in doing business with its citizens, it 
acquires the same burden as a private 
corporation.  Meaning that Government 
must be the holder in due course of a 
contract or commercial agreement with the 
individual upon whom demands are made!

We Learned the Separation of Powers 
was Destroyed with this Language - S47

• “Section 1.  The actions, regulations, rules, 
licenses, orders and proclamations heretofore 
or hereafter taken, promulgated, made, or 
issued by the President of the United States or 
the Secretary of the Treasury since March 4, 
1933 pursuant to the authority conferred by 
subdivision (b) of section 5 of the Act of 
October 6, 1917, as amended, are hereby 
approved and confirmed.” - Banking Relief Act 
of March 9, 1933

We Learned S48

• Prior approval to any Proclamation or 
Executive Order of the President makes 
the President a dictator.  But the same 
power is given the Secretary of Treasury, 
which, in this case, does not refer to the 
U.S. Secretary of Treasury, it refers to the 
Secretary of Treasury of Puerto Rico, who 
is the “receiver” of the bankrupt United 
States, Inc.

We Learned S49

• That the currency (Federal Reserve 
Notes) are issued upon the deposit of a) 
Public Debt, or b) Private Debt.  Therefore, 
it is a debt currency and you cannot pay a 
debt with a debt.  HJR192 (House Joint 
Resolution) makes this point.  You can 
only discharge a debt, you cannot pay a 
debt, and if you cannot pay a debt, you 
cannot own anything!
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We Learned S50
• "Under the new law the money is issued to the 

banks in return for Government obligations, bills 
of exchange, drafts, notes, trade acceptances, 
and banker's acceptances.  The money will be 
worth 100 cents on the dollar, because it is 
backed by the credit of the Nation.  It will 
represent a mortgage on all the homes and 
other property of all the people in the 
Nation." - Congressional record, March 9, 
1933, House, Congressman Patman, 73rd 
Congress, Special Session, Volume 77, part 1, 
page 83.

We Learned S51

• AND: "The ultimate ownership of all 
property is in the state, individual so-called 
ownership is only by virtue of Government, 
i.e. law, amounting to mere user.  And use 
must be in accordance with law and 
subordinate to the necessities of the 
State." – Senate Document 43, under 
Contracts Payable in Gold.  The term 
“State” refers to Washington, D.C.

We Learned S52
• That if we check Dun & Bradstreet, an 

online service listing publically traded for 
profit entities, we will find that every Office, 
Agency, Bureau and Department of the 
U.S. Government is publically traded for 
profit.  Federal, State, County, City!

• This, in turn, creates an irreconcilable 
conflict of interest between the fiduciary 
obligation and an obligation to an investor.

We Learned S53

• Once we comprehend the conflict of interest 
and the vast sums of money we are talking 
about, it comes as no surprise that 
Government Leadership will go into Criminal 
Overdrive to protect this scam, stealing the 
American people’s productivity is how 
Government Leadership continues to 
operate in bankruptcy while mismanaging all 
financial resources.
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We Learned S54

• Being obligated to an investor prevents the 
whole of Government from being UN-
BIASED.  Every decision they make must 
put the investor first!  Therefore, 
Government Agents at all levels will make 
decisions as necessary to protect the 
interests of the investor.

We Learned S55
• In 1863, Lincoln was forced to bankrupt the 

original Trust Management Company doing 
business as The United States. This was 
followed by years of bankruptcy reorganization, 
historically known as “reconstruction”.  The 
upshot of this was a new Trust Management 
Organization which was to be known as the 
United States of America, Inc. Undoubtedly 
these names are chosen to confuse, deceive, 
and defraud the people of the United States.

We Learned S56
• This new Trust Management entity was 

incorporated by the Catholic Church, doing 
business as the United States of America, Inc.
This is not to be confused with “The United 
States, Inc.”, the British owned corporation of 
1871. This TRUST operated under the support 
and oversight of the Catholic Church from the 
end of Reconstruction (~1877) to 1914 when 
this TRUST was purchased by a consortium of 
banks, doing business as the Federal Reserve.

We Learned S57
• When the Bankers took control of the United 

States of America, Inc. trust, they began 
devaluation of the dollar.  As a result, the dollar 
lost purchasing power through devaluation.  
Today, the one-dollar Federal Reserve Note 
has 2.719 cents the purchasing power it did in 
1962.  Thus a job that paid $ 2.25 an hour in 
1962 would pay $82.74 an hour today (2016) 
and have the same purchasing power if that 
wage had kept pace with the engineered 
devaluation of the dollar.
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We Learned S58

• "Money.  In the usual and ordinary 
acceptation it means coins and paper 
currency used as circulating medium of 
exchange, and does not embrace notes, 
bonds, evidences of debt, or other 
personal or real estate." - Blacks Law 
Dictionary, Sixth Edition1.
– 1 Note: This definition cannot be found in 

Black’s Seventh or Eighth edition dictionary.

We Learned S59
• In the definition of “Money” we see that “Notes” 

as in “Federal Reserve Notes” are not money! 
Each year, Leadership borrows, from the 
Banking Elite (Federal Reserve Bank), the 
money needed to run the Government for 
another year, and this includes the money 
needed to pay the interest on the existing debt. 
Thus, the American people, who are 
responsible for the payment of the debt, have 
been converted into economic slaves!

We Learned S60
• As the United States of America, Inc. [the 

National Trust] was being prepared for 
bankruptcy by President Franklin Roosevelt, 
agents throughout Congress and the individual 
states of the Union rushed through a process of 
“registering franchises”.  The franchises were 
the STATE OF YOUNAMEIT.  Also created 
were foreign situs trusts, named after every 
living American.  This “trust” is seen in spelling 
your name in all capital letters.

Two Days Into the Roosevelt 
Administration, We Learned S61

• At the March 6, 1933, Conference of Governors 
meeting, the Governors — merely corporate 
officers of franchises of the bankrupt United 
States of America, Inc.  — pledged the “good 
faith and credit” of “their States and the citizenry 
thereof” to stand as sureties for the debts of the 
United States of America, Inc. during its 
bankruptcy reorganization, which is still going 
on.
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We Learned S62
• Because we have been identified as an 

Enemy of the United States, which 
resulted in total authoritarian control of our 
commercial activities, we cannot even 
work to feed and house our families 
without Government permission.

• Knowing our Visible Leadership is 
controlled by the Creditor of the United 
States, the Banking Elite, their vote on 
Legislation is also controlled.

We Learned S63
• Because Congress is sitting as the Board 

of Directors of a British owned corporation 
doing business as “The United States, 
Inc.”, they are only able to legislate 
Corporation Rules, NOT LAW.  And 
corporation rules, which is virtually all 
there is today, is applicable only through 
contract.  (Read about the Clearfield 
decision of the U.S. Supreme Court – 318 
U.S. 363)

We Learned S64

• We learned that Social Security is 
voluntary, otherwise is would be illegal.  
And we learned that Social Security is the 
source of our conversion into a Trust and 
Transmitting Utility (a Legal Fiction).

• We’ve learned that  the word “person” is a 
corporation, and we do not want to go into 
court allowing ourselves to be referred to 
as a “person.”

We Learned S65

• We learned that Legal Fictions, like 
corporations and Trust and Transmitting 
Utilities, are a “person”, more specifically, 
a “dead person”.  And there is nothing that 
a living man or woman of the land who 
bleeds, can do to harm a dead person!  
Bleeding is evidence of life, of living.
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We Learned S66

• Do Police know the criminality presented 
in this series?  Maybe not, probably not.  
They too often use their misconceptions 
as an excuse when unjustifiably killing an 
American, using their canned excuse – “I 
feared for my life”, WHILE ENFORCING 
UNCONSTITUTIONAL  CORPORATION 
RULES!  -- Applicable only through 
contract!

We Learned S67
• That contracts must have full disclosure or 

they are void from the beginning.  Further, 
we learned that virtually all contracts with 
Government lack full disclosure.  For 
example, when you join Social Security you 
are not informed that you will be subjecting 
yourself to the corporation rules of the 
District of Columbia, a jurisdiction, foreign 
to the republic of these united States of 
America.

We Learned S68

• We learned that the law of the republic is 
the Common Law.  And the Common Law
requires an injured party in order to initiate 
an action in court.  To  have STANDING to 
bring an action in court, the plaintiff must 
allege the violation of a legal right, leading 
to injury, fairly traceable to the defendant, 
and likely to be redressed by a favorable 
ruling of the court.

We Learned S69

• That virtually every action by corporate 
Government lacks standing.  That’s why 
they bring you into a bankruptcy court
(which is all courts), and apply 
unconstitutional corporation rules against 
you, using private copyrighted law, the 
Uniform Commercial Code, property of the 
Catholic Church via their corporate 
subsidiary, Unidroit.
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We Learned S70

• We learned that all courts displaying a red-
white-blue flag with a gold fringe are 
bankruptcy courts of the British owned 
corporation doing business as “The United 
States, Inc.”  Remember, it is your 
productivity that is supporting this British 
owned corporation in bankruptcy.

We Learned S71
• We’ve learned that there is a United 

States that includes, Guam, Wake, Virgin 
Islands, Puerto Rico, and other insular 
States, but no Union States.  This “United 
States” is sometimes referred to as “The 
United States – minor”.  

• The “United States citizen” was created in 
the 14th-Amendment in 1868, and is a 
second class of citizenship.

We Learned S72

• As Congress was secretively using the labor 
and the private property assets of these newly 
created 14th-Amendment “citizens” as collateral 
backing the corporate debts of “The United 
States of America, Inc.” there was good reason 
to keep this criminal fraud a secret from the 
people.  In effect, Leadership changed private 
slave ownership to public slave ownership at 
the end of the Civil War.

We Learned S73

• We’ve learned to recognize criminal fraud 
when we see a defendant who has not 
harmed anyone, yet is in court.  Where is 
the evidence that corporation rules apply?

• “War Is A Racket” – On this subject we 
heard the testimony of Marine – Major 
General Smedly Butler [>>>]
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We Learned S74

• “I spent 33 years and four months in active 
military service and during that period I 
spent most of my time as a high class 
muscle man for Big Business, for Wall 
Street and the bankers.  In short, I was a 
racketeer, a gangster for capitalism. I 
helped make Mexico and especially 
Tampico safe for American oil interests in 
1914.  [>>>]

We Learned S75

• “I helped make Haiti and Cuba a decent 
place for the National City Bank boys to 
collect revenues in.  I helped in the raping 
of half a dozen Central America Republics 
for the benefit of Wall Street.  I helped 
purify Nicaragua for the International 
Banking House of Brown Brothers in 
1902–1912. [>>>]

We Learned S76

• “I brought light to the Dominican Republic 
for the American sugar interests in 1916.  I 
helped make Honduras right for the 
American fruit companies in 1903.  In 
China in 1927 I helped see to it that 
Standard Oil went on its way unmolested. 
Looking back on it, I might have given Al 
Capone a few hints. [>>>]

We Learned S77

• “The best he [Gangster Al Capone] could do 
was to operate his racket in three districts.  I 
operated on three continents.” – War is a 
Racket by Marine Major General Smedley
Butler.  As one can easily see, our military 
has been used by the Banking Elite to help 
the rich, get richer for a very long time.  The 
point is that it’s not our military, it’s the 
military of the Banking Elite!
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We Learned S78
• We examined the lies of Leadership, listed 

here in brevity.
• The attack on Pearl Harbor was engineered by 

Leadership, and known about in Washington, 
D.C. prior to execution because Washington 
code breakers had broken Japan’s military 
code which revealed the pending attack.  
Leadership intentionally failed to notify Pacific 
Command and let the attack be a surprise.  In 
this, over 2,000 American lives were lost.

We Learned S79

• From Japan’s attack on Pearl Harbor, we 
learned an important lesson, that it is a 
tactic of Leadership to push a group of 
people into an act of violence, so that 
Leadership has legal justification to take 
the violent action it decides is appropriate, 
and that is what Leadership is doing to the 
American people at this date in history.

We Learned S80

• We learned that Congressman Lindbergh 
wrote a book titled, YOUR COUNTRY AT 
WAR and What Happens to You After War.  
That President Roosevelt read the book as 
soon as it was available, and ordered all 
available copies confiscated.  In carrying out 
that order, the printing plates were destroyed 
for two of Lindbergh’s books, flushing the 1st-
Amenement down the sewer.

We Learned S81

• The next Leadership lie we examined was 
the dropping of Nuclear Bombs on Japan. 
Americans were told, by their elected 
Leadership, that dropping the nuclear 
bombs on Nagasaki and Hiroshima was 
necessary to prevent a million American 
casualties. Setting in attendance of a 
White House Meeting we hear: [>>>]
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We Learned S82
• [Secretary of State Edward] "Stettinius called 

the meeting to order to discuss an urgent 
matter; the Japanese were already privately 
suing for peace, which presented a grave crisis. 
The atomic bomb would not be ready for 
several more months. ‘We have already lost 
Germany,’ Stettinius said. ‘If Japan bows out, 
we will not have a live population on which to 
test the bomb.’" - The Secret History of the 
Atomic Bomb; Mullins, June 1998

We Learned S83
• From this we learned a lot about Leadership, 

that its O-K to kill a hundred-thousand plus 
men-women-children (mostly children), in order 
to run a test.  And from this we can see the 
value that human life has in the eyes of 
Leadership, and it’s been this way through 
Administration after Administration with very 
few exceptions!  We can also see that Leader-
ships claim, “it’s for the children” is a bunch of 
empty non-sense.  They don’t care about any-
one, least of all children.

We Learned S84
• Next, we came to the Gulf of Tonkin lie.  

Leadership told us that North Vietnam had 
attacked an innocent American Naval 
Vessel in neutral waters.  There were two 
reported attacks, the first actually occurred 
when North Vietnam was under attack by 
the South Vietnamese Navy and Laotian 
Air Force.  The second attack never 
occurred.

We Learned S85
• In the first attack, the U.S.S. Maddox was in 

North Vietnam waters, engaged in aggressive 
intelligence gathering.  So the attack by North 
Vietnam was justified.  However, it was the 
claim of a second attack, which did not occur, 
on which the Gulf of Tonkin Resolution was 
passed, escalating the Vietnam war.  Dead are 
two-million Vietnamese, One-Million Laotians, 
One-Million Cambodians, and 56,000 
Americans.  
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We Learned S86
• AND FOR WHAT?  It certainly wasn’t freedom.  

We’re more enslaved now than we were then.  
Question, do we Americans pay taxes to have 
our freedoms maintained and enhanced, or, do 
we pay taxes to have our freedoms taken away 
at every turn of a corner or bump in the road. 
The point, of course, is that human life means 
absolutely nothing to either visible or invisible 
Leadership.  It’s all about money and control!

We Learned S87
• The next Leadership Lie we examined was 

the events at Waco, Texas.  A small 
religious community, that had been surviving 
there since 1935 was attacked by the 
Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, & Firearms.  
Four Government agents were killed, three 
with accurately placed head shots, and one 
shot in the heart.  Suspiciously expert 
shooting.

We Learned S88

• On April 19, 1993, elements of the British 
owned corporation, doing business as the 
“United States, Inc.”, used military weapons 
(a tank), and chemicals, and incendiary 
devices, and snipers, and explosives, to 
end the lives of 80-plus Americans who, 
until attacked, had never harmed anyone, 
and probably not even after attacked.  
Around 20 of the dead were children.

We Learned S89

• Before Waco, there was the bombing of 
the Alfred P. Murrah Federal Building, in 
Oklahoma City.  From the analysis of 
General Benton K. Partin (retired) a 
chemical engineer, working in explosive 
development during his military career, we 
read:  
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We Learned S90
• "The media and the Executive branch 

reported that the sole source of the 
devastation was a single truck bomb 
consisting of 4,800 pounds of ammonium 
nitrate, transported to the location in a 
Ryder Truck and parked in front of the 
building.  It is impossible that the 
destruction to the building could have 
resulted from such a bomb alone.” – Partin

We Learned S91

• And as we read the analysis of General 
Partin (available on-line), we come to 
agree with him.  And when we reach that 
point of agreement, we realize that there 
was an inside placement of explosives that 
required privileged access.  Meaning there 
were accesses granted that could only 
have come from Leadership at some level.

We Learned S92

• We then covered the weapons of mass 
destruction lie by the George W. Bush 
administration officials.  This lie was used 
to attack Iraq and depose its leader, 
Saddam Hussein.  What is generally not 
known is that the United States placed him 
in power.  Regardless, the assertion of 
Weapons of Mass Destruction was a LIE.  
And we’re still there killing people!

We Learned S93

• “Either you are with us, or you are with the 
terrorists!” – President George W. Bush  
Well, if we continue to walk lock-step with 
United States Leadership, then we are 
with the terrorists!  TERRORISM is easy to 
avoid, STOP PARTICIPATING IN IT!  
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We Learned S94

• And finally, we come to the events of 
September 11, 2001, in which America 
was attacked, by somebody, and the Twin 
Towers of the World Trade Center were 
destroyed, along with Building 7, a 47 
story Skyscraper with no structural 
damage.  And the explosion at the 
Pentagon, and the alleged crash of an 
airliner at Shanksville, Pennsylvania.

We Learned S95

• In short, the official story of 9-11 is not 
believable.  But there is more, much more, 
and it would take volumes to cover it.  In 
short, there is more than sufficient evidence 
to suggest that this too was a Leadership 
Engineered Event, used to pass Patriot Acts 
1 & 2, taking away a mountain of freedom 
and liberty from the American people, and to 
make them fearful and afraid.

We Learned S96

• That the spelling of our name will 
determine our status.  Whether we are 
living men and women of the land with all 
our inherent rights, or some form of “Legal 
Fiction” (a dead person).  What we didn’t 
cover is that we should not SIGN any 
document, we “autograph”, spelling our 
name in all lowercase printed letters, with 
a dash and colon.  john-quincy: adams

Do Not Sign… Autograph

• We do this because we do not own the 
Sur-name, or family name, “adams” in the 
previous example.  We own our Christian 
name, john-quincy in the previous 
example, joined together by a dash.
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We Learned S97

• That in order to operate in Bankruptcy and 
secure the debt owed by the United States 
of America, Inc. (the British owned 
corporation), maritime salvage liens have 
been placed against every parcel of land, 
business, man, woman and child in 
America.

We Learned S98

• That Leadership/Bankers had us all 
declared legally dead, probated our estate 
and issued bonds, which were sold on a 
Securities and Exchange, based on the 
value of our labor and private property.

• That Leadership/Bankers have taken out 
million-dollar life insurance policies on all 
of us!

We Learned S99

• That at the same time, Leadership 
converted all our private bank accounts to 
the ownership of the ESTATE trust they 
created “in our name” and moved the 
ESTATE offshore to Puerto Rico where 
you and your assets supposedly came 
under the foreign maritime jurisdiction of 
the United States of America (Minor).

We Learned 100

• We learned that the Leadership of a 
country in debt cannot and does not 
represent the people, nor the will of the 
people.
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Speculation 

• Now I leave behind our review of what we 
have learned, and speculate on what I see 
coming.  Maybe I’m wrong, I hope I am.  
Much of this speculation will depend on 
the American people and how proactive 
they become.  If they become sufficiently 
proactive, much of what I see coming can 
be avoided.

Speculation 02

• Clearly, the economy is not recovering, it 
will fail, as engineered by the Banking 
Elite.  Thus the need for a WAR.  A war is 
a standard practice tactic of Leadership to 
distract the population, but the American 
people are beginning to get wise to the, as 
of late, false flag (Leadership Engineered) 
events.  As such, I believe that Leadership 
can see the handwriting on the wall.

Speculation 03
• Leadership needs a STAGGERING EVENT.  

An event so horrific in loss of life that 
Americans will not believe that Leadership 
could be so calloused, so uncaring, so 
desperate.  But… Are we still that handicapped
in our thinking?  Especially when we consider 
the loss of life thus far… Pearl Harbor, Bombing 
the Federal Building in Oklahoma City, 
Vietnam, Iraq, 9/11, etc.

False Flag Event Defined
• FALSE FLAG EVENT:  A horrific, staged, 

event – blamed on a political enemy and used 
as a pretext to start a WAR and/or enact 
draconian laws in the name of NATIONAL 
SECURITY.

• They can be done domestically to manipulate 
the American  people, and/or be done abroad 
to provoke or possibly deceive another country 
along with America.  And we have done it 
repeatedly, both at home and abroad.
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Speculation 04
• "The individual is handicapped by coming face-

to-face with a conspiracy so monstrous he 
cannot believe it exists. The American mind 
simply has not come to a realization of the evil 
which has been introduced into our midst.  It 
rejects even the assumption that human 
creatures could espouse a philosophy which 
must ultimately destroy all that is good and 
decent." - J. Edgar Hoover, Director of the FBI 
from 1924 to 1972. Are we this handicapped?

Speculation 05

• YES, it’s a tough bridge to cross, to realize 
that we have elected psychopaths to high 
office.  But we have to deal with the reality.  
Leadership is currently pushing for a War at 
several pressure points.  There is Syria of 
course.  Then there is Iran.  There is Libya.  
There is Afghanistan.  There is the Ukraine.  
There is North Korea.  And lately, we are 
lining up with China via the Philippines.  

Speculation 06

• Some of these antagonisms will involve 
Russia.  And we are not the only ones with 
weapons of Technology.  In some cases, 
our weapons don’t work as well as theirs.  
This leads to the possibility that the United 
States may end up losing a conventional 
war.  If so, I strongly suspect Leadership 
will take it Nuclear.  If so, there will be NO 
TOMORROWS!

Manipulating Our Minds

• “Sandy Hook has become colloquially 
known as the Sandy Hook Hoax or Sandy 
Hoax, the first false flag in recent history to 
be exposed as an entirely fabricated event, 
replete with a fake setting (a fake school) 
and fake victims. It marks the first in a 
series of false flag hoaxes where fake 
victims and fake victims’ families (crisis 
actors) have been used. [>>>]
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Government is Using Actors

• “Since the majority of people still cannot 
fathom that Sandy Hook was a staged 
event, the template of using crisis actors
has been used again and again (e.g. at 
the Boston Marathon).” – http://www.
activistpost.com/2015/12/33-unanswered-
questions-on-sandy-hooks-3rd-
anniversary.html

Do Not be Surprised How Far 
Government Leadership Will Go

• Yes, the Boston Marathon Bombing was also 
a false flag (read staged) event as well.  The 
problem is that Americans are getting 
smarter and not buying the lies these staged 
events are supposed to convey.  Thus, 
Leadership will likely go into overdrive and 
engineer real-life-ending-events to 
manipulate the minds of the American 
people.  Which leads into another topic.

Individual Mind Control

• The issue of individual mind control is of 
great importance.  Government has made 
significant advances in controlling the minds 
of individuals, and what this does is to bring 
into question every single event.  Once you 
know how advanced Government is in the 
arena of individual mind control, you will 
begin to question every single, seemingly 
unexplainable tragedy.

Seemingly Questionable 
Shootings

• Examples would be the Columbine School 
Shooting, Theater Shooting in Aurora, 
Colorado, Washington Navy Yard Shooting, 
University of Texas Shooting (Charles 
Whitman), Robert Kennedy’s assassination, 
the case of Laurie Dann in Illinois, Zodiac 
Killer, San Bernardino shooting, Christopher 
Sean Harper-Mercer, Mohammod Youssuf
Abdulazeez, and others.
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TransFormation of America

• To get an informed overview of 
Leadership’s advanced use of mind 
control, one may wish to read 
TransFormation of America, by Kathy 
O’Brien and Marquart Phillips.  Kathy was 
placed in the Government mind control 
program by her pedophile father who was 
facing pedophile charges that were 
dropped with the placement of Kathy.

Link

• Phillips eventually rescued Kathy after she had 
become a married adult.  Her entertainer 
husband was also her Government Handler.  
The book is on line at several web-sites.  
Here’s one: http://mhkeehn.tripod.com/151102
TransFormation.pdf
You want to know how criminal your 
Leadership can be?  This is a good place to 
start.

Will the Criminality End?

• Whether or not, this criminality is ended, 
depends to a great degree on whether the 
American people are happy being a slave 
and paying the bills of a British owned 
corporation, or any government other than 
the original.  In order to end the criminal 
behavior of Leadership, it will be necessary 
to restore Lawful Civil Authority!

Restoring Lawful Civil Authority

• In order to restore Lawful Civil Authority, it 
will be necessary to abandon War & 
Emergency Powers Authority, which is 
invoked by declaring a WAR ON 
SOMETHING.  And right now, the United 
States has a number of WARS ON MANY 
THINGS. These phony/engineered wars 
will all have to be terminated.
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Exercising Un-Constitutional 
Power

• The un-constitutional power being 
exercised by Leadership comes from War 
& Emergency Powers, by declaring a 
WAR on Whatever.  Currently the United 
States has a War on Drugs (President 
Nixon), War on Poverty (President Lyndon 
Johnson), War on Terrorism (President 
Bush), War Against the Banking 
Emergency (President Franklin Roosevelt).

WAR ON…

• There is CONFLICT in Iraq (war), there is 
CONFLICT (war) in Afghanistan, there is a 
War on ISIS, on and on the list goes.  And 
if we look into it, all the EMERGENCIES 
on which these wars are based, and the 
wars themselves, are terminated by 
Presidential Proclamation.  Therefore, it 
will be up to the American people to make 
this a campaign issue!

Anti-Criminal-Government

• By now the reader should have a solid view 
of matters.  Conspiracy Theory is now 
CRIMINAL CONSPIRACY!  A criminal 
conspiracy to economically enslave the 
people of the United States.  To obligate 
them, and their productivity throughout their 
entire lifetimes.  We are not Anti-Government, 
we are Anti-Criminal-Government!

Acting Appropriately
• And because the Catholic Church holds the 

Global Estate Trust, and holds its Canon Law 
above all other law forms, it has been 
responsible for the criminal behavior and 
activity of numerous Governments, the United 
States being one of them.  It would be fitting for 
the Pope to use the influence of the Catholic 
Church to end the criminality, and/or for 
Catholics to see the church for its role in 
enslaving the people, and act appropriately.  
Change is probably coming, with, or without the 
Church.
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Simple Song of Freedom
During music slides advance automatically, 

or advance manually to terminate music

• Come and sing a simple song of freedom
Sing it like you've never sung before
Let it fill the air
Tell the people everywhere
We, the people here, don't want a war
Hey there, Mister Black Man can you hear me?
I don't want your diamonds or your game
I just want to be, someone known to you as me
And I will bet my life you want the same

Simple Song of Freedom
• Come and sing a simple song of freedom

Sing it like you've never sung before
Let it fill the air
Tell the people everywhere
We, the people here, don't want a war
Seven hundred million are you listening?
Most of what you read is made of lies
But speaking one to one, 
ain't it everybody's sun
To wake to in the morning when we rise?

Simple Song of Freedom

• Come and sing a simple song of freedom
Sing it like you've never sung before
Let it fill the air
Tell the people everywhere
We, the people here, don't want a war
Brother Solzhenitsyn are you busy?
If not won’t you drop this friend a line?
Tell me if the man, who is plowing up your land
has got the war machine upon his mind

Simple Song of Freedom
• Come and sing a simple song of freedom

Sing it like you've never sung before
Let it fill the air
Tell the people everywhere
We, the people here, don't want a war
Now no doubt some folks enjoy doin' battle
Like presidents, prime ministers and kings
So let's all build them shelves 
Where they can fight among themselves
and leave the people be who love to sing
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Simple Song of Freedom

• Come and sing a simple song of freedom
Sing it like you've never sung before
Let it fill the air
Tell the people everywhere
We the people here, don't want a war
I said let it fill the air
Tell the people everywhere
We the people here, don't want a war
Freedom! - Freedom! - Freedom!

Thanks to My Fellow Americans

• To those of you who have read through 
this series, I thank you for caring about 
your country, and the lives of those you 
love, plus the lives of innocent people 
elsewhere, enough to have made this 
journey of learning.  And for those of other 
countries, who’ve taken the time to read 
this educational series, I hope it has been 
of benefit to you as well.

Conclusion -

• This concludes this series of 
presentations.  If you wish to make 
criticisms, you may criticize me, 
michael-herbert: keehn, at 
mhkeehn@gmail.com
any other communication may also be 
made at the same email address.
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